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AN APPRECIATION

BT

The Hon. T. A. Crerar, Minister of Agriculture

This book, which I had the privilege of reading in
manuscript some months ago, is the result of the per-
sonal experiences and studies of a man who is a practical
farmer, and in addition has enjoyed the immense advan-
tages of both a university and an agricultural college
education. Mr. Good has long been known to me as one
of the most intelligent and forward looking students of
rural economics in Canada. The facts and conclusions
which he sets forth in this book are a matter of common
knowledge to most people who have examined rural con-
ditions in Canada to-day with an impartial eye, but
never before have they been set forth with such clearness
of thought and language, and the case for a remedy
presented in such a fine strain of human idealism. The
author deals with cold facts and not fanciful illusions,
and presents in the most convincing manner the case
for speedy and drastic reform in our whole economic
system if Canada is to pass comfortably through the
trying years of reconstruction and a- Li to the high
destiny which should be her goal. Our armies have won
for us a primacy in arts of war. What we need now is
to secure a similar primacy in the avt of the organiza-
tion of happiness and comfort for our people.
Mr. Good is obviously not an extremist and shows an

almost studied moderation on certain questions. He
realizes the limitations and defects of our farming com-
umnities, but he also has a deep and abiding sympathy

m
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PREFACE
The substance of the present volume has been

given to the public already, in a series of letters to
the Farmer'a Advocate, published in the spring of
1916, and in several public addresses. Here I have
attempted to weave all together so as to make a
definite contribution to the solution of our Rural
Problem.

Some minor corrections have been made in the
statistical portion of the letters as first published
but these have not materially affected the general
conclusions. The statistical part, in the nature
of the case, contains a considerable number of
approximations or estimates, and I can here only
express my regret that, so far as I am aware, no
criticism of the evidence and argument first sub-
mitted ha been published. Had such been done
I should L had a better opportunity for revision
and amendment in this volume.
The problems dealt with have been impressed upon

me very forcibly by my own experience. I was born
and brought up-as was my father-upon the farm
which I now own and work. The greater part of
the years 1890-1901, I spent in undergraduate and
graduate work at the University of Toronto. In

vu
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January, 1902, I took a position in the Chemical
Department of the Ontario Agricultural College,
where I stayed nearly two years. In the fall of
1903 I returned to the farm, where I have been ever
since and where I expect to stay.

It was only natural that, during my sojourn at
the O.A.C., I should imbibe the viewpoint and views
long prevailing in Agricultural officialdom. The
application of Science to Agriculture could, and
would, work wonders. Production could be greatly
increased

:
in fact there was no limit to the possible

improvement in this direction. Knowledge, deter-
mination and industry would soon make the desert
blossom as the rose. I had a fair share of youthful
ambition and, when I took over the farm in 1903, I
had large plans and no little self-confidence.

The last fifteen years have been largely ones of
disillusionment and change of perspective. Plans
have been constantly thwarted by conditions over
which I had no control. The effort to increase pro-
duction succeeded for some years, and then proved
futile. Labor was scarce, uncertain and poor in
quality, so that, in spite of rising prices and the
imperative demands of war-time, curtailment in pro-
duction was forced upon me. Many of my neighbors
had responded to the pressure earlier; and I gradu-
ally learned how impossible it was for the individual
to fight successfully against the pressure of general
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economic conditions.
, Hence the importance of

"Science," to the average farmer under present
conditions, fell greatly in my estimation, and I
perceived that the present decline in Canadian
Agriculture would not, and could not, be remedied
merely by the study of those "physical" and
" natural " sciences which underlay successful farm
management. These sciences I had studied and had
attempted to apply. The results were, however,
discouraging. My attention Was therefore directed
to an investigation of general economic conditions
as they affect Canadian farmers, and in this volume
I give to the public a statement of the conclusions
to which my investigations led. I trust that this
statement may be of service in solving the problems
of " Reconstruction " which now make such impera-
tive demands upon our thought and citizenship.

Paris, Ontario,

February, 1919.

W. C. Good.
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INTRODUCTION
THE IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURE IN NATIONAL

ECONOMY

" In fact, it may be discovered that the true
veins of wealth are purple—and not in Bock but
in Flesh—perhaps oven that the final outcome and
consunmation of all wealth is in the producing as
many as possible full-breathed, bright-eyed, and
happy-hearted human creatures."

J .

—John Buakin.
Agriculture is not only an occupation which

some individuals follow for profit, it is a great
national interest, determining in a dominant way
the fortunes of the nation and the opportunities
and the character of the population. So, while
the improving of Canadian agriculture primarily
concerns the farmer and his famUy, it affects the
status of Canada, its outlook and its destiny."

—Dr. Jot. W. Sobertson.

Of all the industries that contribute to human
welfare Agriculture is undoubtedly the most
important. And this is true despite the fact that
others may be of more immediate importance in
serving man's higher mental and moral life It is
true because Agriculture is more than the greatest
and most fundamental of our primary industries:
Agriculture also furnishes the human material-
the men and women-for the other industries and
vocations. It is a notable fact that the great
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majority of leaders in various walks of life come
immediately or almost immediately from the farms
and that the country is the seedbed of the whole
population. Whatever may be the case in the future,
city life has been, and is yet, self^xtinguishing.
Were it not for the influx of fresh and virile blood
from the country, city-life would disappear from
inherent wealcness, and that much of civilization
which IS dependent thereon would disappear also.
Rural life, therefore, is the permanent source from
which all life springs: all families and all classes
come more or less immediately from those most
closely associated with Old Mother Earth.
This notable fact is not accidental. There are

reasons for it. In the first place Agriculture
(including, of course, the minor industries of
lumbenng and fishing) has almost a monopoly of
iresh avr and sunshine, two things of paramount
importance in the building up of a strong manhood
and womanhood. The farm also has the best oppor-
tunity of furnishing the freshest and most abundant
supply of good food, equally important, with fresh
air and sunshine, in the development of the risinit
generation. *

In the second place, farm life and work is essen-
tially domestic, requiring the co-operation of all
members of the family, m this respect agriculture
IS perhaps unique. The city man's work is generally
divorced from his home and family, and an fcarly
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break up of family ties and intercHts in encouraged,
both by a ueparution of activities, and also by the
proximity of multitudinous distractions and diver-
sions. In fact it is extremely difficult to maintain
home and family life in the city. In the country,
on the other hand, the farm home is the centre of
the farm work, and there is ample scope for all n^em-
bers of the family to co-or)erate in carrying on the
work of the farm and home. Litile children fill

their places happily and usefully at a very early
H nconsciously learning many things, and grow-
ing a skill, ability, and willinemess for practical
co-operation. No one who doe^ . 'now intimately
the possibilities of farm life in this i. spect can fully
appreciate the trtuiendous advantages which agri
culture possesses over other occupations in tht
education of children and in the development of
some of the most important virtues through family
co-operation.

Whittier has given us a beauti d picture of his
own boyhood on the farm in " The 'arefoot Boy."

"Blesaings on thee, little man,
Barefoot boy with cheek of tant
With thy tnrned-up pantaloons,
And thy merry whistled tunes;
With thy red lip, redder still

Kissed by strawberries on the hill;

With the sunshine on thy face.

Through thy torn brim's jaunty grace*
From my heart I give thee joy,—
I was once a barefoot boy I

"
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It in an inentimnble privilege to have l)een born
nnd brought up in the country, and an even greater
privilege to see one's own children, cleareye*! and
happyhearted, racing joyously over the hills.

In the third r»lace, farm worlj is conspicuously
seasonal in its character, and requires the closest
cooperation between man and nature. It is also
extremely varied, and makes unusual demands upon
the capacity for taking the initiative, "us it tends
to develop resourcefulness and adapta'^.lity, and is
in these respects in marked contrast with a very
large proportion of urban work. Further, the city
dweller misses the full significance of man's depend-
ence upon nature. His work goes on regardless of
the weather. His food comes ready prepared to his
door. Storm and flood, and all the gigantic destruc-
tive forces of external Nature, only rarely or
remotely affect him. He knows them indirectly nnd
unsympathetically. He misses the full meaning of
the command

: « In the sweat of thy brow thou shalt
eat thy bread :" misses the moral discipline which
comes to those engaged in the more fundamental
work of primary production.

In the fourth place, farm life is relatively quiet
and free from the distractions and interruptions of
city life. Thus it tends to promote concentration
and continuity of thought, and to develop mental
power. Further, rural life establishes between man
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and external niitiirc h Hort of (•omiiiiiiiion that may

become tiacre<l in itH influence; helps to cultivate

the attitude of prayer in which the spirit of man

conicH into cloHer contact with the Ureat Spirit;

taken one away sometimes to ^he mountain top to

{;et Htrcngth and calmnesH. Few of uh realize our

dependence ufmn, and reverence for, the great,

Herene, Milent, titrong, and yet ever changing worM
about uh; fewer gtill there are who can suitably

express their feelings; but there are not a few who

can join with the poet Wordsworth, who wrote in

the midst of the great European upheaval of the

French Revolution:

.3

"... Once Bf^ain I nee

These hedgerows, hardly hedgerows, little lines

Of sportive wood run wild; these pastoral farms,

Orccn to the very door; and wreaths of smoke

8ent up in silence, from among t}ie trees;

These beauteous forms

Through a long absence have not been to me
As is a landscape to a blind man's eye:

But oft, in lonely rooms, and mid the din

Of towns and nties, I have owed to them

In hours of ' jariness, sensations sweet,

Felt in the blood and felt along the heart;

And passing even into my purer mind,

With tranquil restoration:—feelings, too,

Of unremembered pleasure: such, perhaps.

As have no slight or trivial influence
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On that best portion of a good man's life,
His little, nameless, imrcmembcred, acts
Of kindness and of love. No less, I trust,
To them I may have owed another gift,
Of aspect more sublime: That blessed mood
In which the burthen of the mystery.
In which the heavy and the weary weight
Of all this unintelligible world,
Is lightened;—that serene and blessed mood
In which the affections gently lead us on,—
Until, the breath of this corporeal frame,
And even the motion of our human blood'
Almost suspended, we are laid asleep
In body, and become a livmg soul:
While with an 6ye made quiet by the power
Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,
We see into the life of things."

It is a significant fact that poetry finds its chief
inspiration in the open country, and that every art-
gallery reveals that deep, vital and abiding interest
which the human heart takes in rural and domestic
life. Men drift to the cities; drift often out of pure
air, health, strength, beauty; drift often in a few
generations into physical weakness and feverish
depravity. Is it any wonder that there is an
instinctive longing for the healing balm of Nature-
for a return to the simpler, saner life of one's ances-
tors

;
for quiet

; and time to think ; and a place where
one may rear one's ch-ldren in health and safety?
Rural life is therefore of permanent and vital

importance to any civilization. And it is important
not only for the reasons outlined already; it is
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important also because the maintenance of a numer-
ous, strong, intelligent, and independent yeomanry
is the best guarantee for the maintenance of
democracy; and a real democracy is the only guar-
antee of permanent social existence, containing as
it does within itself the seeds of growth and con-
tinuity Therefore the maintenance of a high
stand .J of life on the farm is a condition upon
which depends the quality, and indeed the very
existence, of the whole social fabric.

"Ill fares the land, to hastening iUs a prej,
Where wealth accumulates, and men decay."

It should be borne in mind, however, that the
importance of Rural Life is no guarantee of its
quality. Deterioration, degeneration, is quite pos-
sible. Rural Life has its dangers and disadvantages;
and its possibilities for good are by no means always
realized. Poverty and isolation accentuate a narrow
individualism. Prejudice feeds upon ignorance, and
renders co-operation impossible. Mental and moral
deterioration increases poverty, which, in turn,
aggravates its own causes. Rural social institutions
decay and finally disappear. The last step is physi-
cal degeneration, which, indeed, though not
unknown in Canada, is rare, since it is self-
extinguishing.

Now, although Canada is a new country, there
are districts where, in the course of a couple of
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generations, rural degeneration is unmistakable.
Fop the most part these are to be found where land
has been naturally poor,—where settlers have gone
in to remove the timber and have remained. It is

not necessary to mention particular sections. Those
familiar with rural Canada know of several; and
indeed, the question uas received some little notice
in the Press. One may safely state here that such a
condition constitutes a terrible menace to Canadian
civilization.

The improvement of rural life is, therefore, one
of the most vital problems for any nation. In par-
ticular, it is a vital problem for us in Canada,
because we hdve a Rural Problem of the most serious
character, the nature and extent of which I shall
proceed to indicate.



PART I

THE FACTS





CHAPTER I

Canada's rural problem: what it is and
what it involves

To those who live in Rural Canada with their
eyes open, it is not necessary to explain, or dilate
upon, the nature of our rural problem. To others
I may say that the essential features of the problem
are, first, that it has become profitable, indeed,
almost necessary, for fanners to curtail production!
and, second, that the satisfactions of farm life have
not been sufficient to retain in the country the
requisite number of people to maintain in proper
condition rural institutions. Nor, while undoubt-
edly aggravated by, is the situation in any way
justly attributable to war conditions.
Rural depopulation has been a marked feature of

Canadian life for several decades past. During the
years 1901-1911 the proportion of rural to total
population has fallen in every Province.* Taking
Canada as a whole the increase in rural population
during this ten year period was only 17 per cent,
while the increase in the urban population was 62
percent. In the older sections the rural loss was not

• See an exceUent book by Rev. John MacDougal on "Bural
Life m Canada," pubUshed in 1913.
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1901-1911 New Brunswick lost 1,493 from her rural
districts; Prince Edward Island lost 9,546; Nova
Scotia lost 23,981; Ontario lost 52,184. Many
Ontario townships lost heavily, and with startling
rapidity. Kinloss township lost 23 per cent, in the
decade; Garafraxa, 24 per cent; Keppel, 34 per
cent.; Sarawak, 48 per cent.; and Galway, 51 per
cent. These are possibly exceptional cases ; but even
in such particularly good agricultural counties asHuron and Middlesex the rural loss has exceeded
lo per cent. Such losses are, however, much less
than the real losses. The rural population has
increased both by the increase of births over deaths,
and by immigration. Taking these into considera-
tion a conservative estimate places the migration
from Ontario farms as 375,000 during the last census
period. The same situation is paralleled in all the
other older English speaking provinces. Even in
Quebec, with a total rural gain of 4 per cent., there
IS a shrinkage in twenty-seven counties.
In Manitoba and the "New West " the same ten-

dencies are at work. Many rural districts show
declines in population, which, of course, taking the
country as a whole, are more than counter-balanced
by the expansion into new territory. The writer
lias in mind one district in particular, in Manitoba,
where, within a period of twenty-five years, one can
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trace all the changes from pioneer settlement and
rapid expansion to social and agricultural decline.
Mr. MacDougal estimates that about 650,000 per-

sons left our country districts during the years
1901-1911. Where have they gone? They have gone
into the cities both in Canada and in the United
States. Boston is said to contain 200,000 Canadians.
Several other American cities contain a majority of
Canadian born.

The decline in rural population has not been con-
fined merely to the last census period. During the
years 1891-1901 Canada's rural gain of one per cent,
must be contrasted with an urban gain of 31 per
cent. But the decline goes back much farther. The
county of Durham, including the towns of Port
Hope and BowmanviUe, gives the following account
of itself:

Population in 1871 37 380
1881 .'.'."."

36,265
1891 32,^27
1901 27,570
1911 26,413

This decline is typical. Taking Ontario as a whole
th forty years 1871-1911 have witnessed a total
rural decrease in population of 111,620 and an urban
increase of 1,013,043.

Another aspect of the situation is that of the
abandoned farm home. In the period 1901-1911 the
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township of East Zorra, in Oxford county, close<l
13 per cent, of its homes; Ashfleld. in Huron,
another splendid agricultural township, lost 15 per
cent Some of the poorer sections lost much more
heavily, running well up to 50 per cent. But the
abandoned dwelling is of less importance than the
weakened household. « In 1901 the average number
of persons per family in city and country through-
out Canada was 5.16. In Grenville it was then 4.42
In 1911 the average for Canada in city and country
had fallen to 4.48. But in Grenville it had fallen to
4.07. Family life that averages only four persons
to a household throughout a community of over
seventeen thousand persons can suffer little further
diminution and continue."*

Other important aspects of the problem are those
dealing with the condition of rural social institu-
tions-with church and school, with club and
debating society, and, generally, with the quality of
rural life. For discussion of these I must refer my
readers to Mr. MacDougal's book, already referred
to in footnotes.

I may, perhaps, supplement Mr. MacDougal's
presentrtion of the case by emphasizing one thing
that ha. impressed me very forcibly wherever I have
travelled in Canada, viz., the tremendous waste of
agricultural opportunity, through lack of labor. We
•"Rural Life in Canada," p. 39.
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have, in fact, in many places .ealized an abomina-
tion of desolation, where fertile fields and happy
homes might exist. Land which might be cultivated
—which was cultivated—is now turned into cattle
ranges. Weeds are on the increase. Much land is
practically abandoned. Fallen and dead timber
which might be used for fuel is rotting. Land
which might be reclaimed by drainage is a wilder-
ness of bog. Rough land, not suited for cultivation,
has not been reforested. For one who has any right
ideal of what a farm should be, it is most painful to
travel throughout this "Garden of Canada" and
see how far we are from realizing that ideal, and
how little progress has been made in the last thirty
or forty years.

Of course there are certain districts where, for
special reasons, improvement is distinctly notice-
able. But on the whole, as compared with condi-
tions a generation ago, or as compared with
conditions in other countries, the aspect of the
Ontario countryside is, to say the least, depressing.

Certainly if one were to look for improvement
one would naturally turn to a district adjacent to a
thriving city, but, of course, beyond the devastating
range of the real estate speculator. The city of
Brantford, near which the writer lives, has more
than doubled its population in the last thirty years
And yet within five miles of that city one can point
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to many farms which, during the same period, have
undergone marked deterioration. They are actually
producing much less than they did thirty years agii
and are supporting a much smaller farm population.
I venture to cite the following tyrical cases:
Farm A. of about 200 acres. Thirty years afjo

this farm supported about ten adults and elglit
children resident thereon in three houses. It had
orchard, garden and flowers. It produced go„<l
crops and was stocked heavily with pure-bred cattle
horses and sheep. Two years ago this farm was
half-worked by a ne'er-do-well tenant, had but two
houses, both in a bad state of repair, had a few poor
stock, and was generally in a hopeless condition.
Farm B. of about 250 acres of splendid agricul-

tural land. Thirty years ago this farm was heavily
stocked with dairy cattle; produced large crops;
had two houses and extensive farm buiMinRs; and
supported from ten to fifteen people. A few years
ago it was wholly abandoned, or rather rented as a
cattle pasture for part of the season by an absentee.
At present it is occupied by a Russian Jew.
Farm C. of about 200 acres. Thirty years ago

this farm gave labor to three or four permanent
adult workers, with extra help in the summer time
It was a model of cleanness and neatness, produced
large crops and was heavily stocked with well bred
animals. Of late the owner, a son of the former
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owner, hu8 been torved to make shift with but one
hired man. Prodiution of both field cropH and live
stock is much less than it was thirty years ago.

Farm D. of about 150 acres, of poorish land.
Forty years ago this farm produced well under
skilled management, was clean of weeds, was kept
neat and tasteful in appearance and boasted of an
exceptionally good orchard and garden. For some
years past it has deteriorated undei' tenants, and is
now partly abandoned. Orchard and garden give
evidence of utter neglect, and the whole place
possesses a dilapidated appearance.
Such cases are not rare in rural Ontario; in fact

they are very common indeed, and that in spite of
constantly increasing prices for farm produce,
which the average city resident thinks indicative of
rural prosperity.

Not only has there been a notable curtailment in
farm production, relative if not absolute; there has
been also a general decrease in the number of
children in the average rural family. Some of the
comparisons between the rural school attendance
forty years ago and now are positively startling
Where are the children, beyond all controversy
Canada's most important "crop"? "Curtailment
of production " in this direction is of even more
importance and greater significance than that in
the way of food production. Taking both into con-
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Hideratlon one cannot regard the future without
anxiety.

It i8 not neceiwary to Mpealc at length of the effects
of the great war upon our Rural Problem, because
this problem was here before the war began, and
remains with us, in an intensified form, now that
the war is over. It is too soon to estimate the effects
of the great upheaval upon our industrial life, but
I am quite confident that the war has not solved
Canada's Rural Problem, and that it will not solve
itself.

There are certain economic aspects of our rural
problem, that are of peculiarly national interest,
which T desire to note at this point. I refer to the
connection between Canada's financial safety and
her rural conditions. Up to the outbreak of the war
this connection was generally ignored by those in
authority. So long as money could be borrowed the
merry dance continued. But when the war came,
and put a sudden stop to the influx of capital from'
abroad, those who were wont to extol agriculture in
after-dinner speeches and advise farmers from their
easy chairs, suddenly woke, and began dimly to
I>erceive that the situation had become serious.
What was this situation?

The bonded debt of our railways had expanded by
a billion and a quarter in the last thirty years. The
federal debt had increased about three hundred
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S

1

i

luillions during the same period. Per capita ezpen-

ditukv tbrougli the Fe<leral Government had more

than doubled. Debenture and floating debta of

municipalities had trebled or qtuidrupled. Taking

everything into consideration Canada was laboring

under a debt of nearly four billion dollars, or a

burden of over f2,000 per family.

To carry safely this load, with a reasonable pros-

I)ect of paying off some of the principal, our primary

industries should have been rapidly expanding.

But what did we find? With the exception of the

grain growing industry of the West (and, possibly,

the live stock industry of the same country' during

the last few years), agricultural production had

been virtually stagnant for thirty years. Even in

the West, production had, of late, been halting.

Instead of directing our attention towards a steady

improvement of agriculture, we had been spending

time and money building new railways and doing

all sorts of things which might better have waited.

Sir Thomas Bhaughnessy stated that our Railway

Policy had been " wild and stupid." It had been,

in fact, similar to the policy of a farmer who should

spend his whole summer's efforts on the erection of

a magnificent barn, mortgaging his farm to secure

the tv^Cn, and who should then find that he had no

crops vo house, having neglected to cultivate his

fields.

3
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Our industrial structure had bf ome top-bP,a^T
Sir George Paish summed up t e sitnatior. as
follows:

care'of'Jh!'itf T *5' '*""*^ "**'''^^'7 created to take

aJ IP^f ? -^ . "^ °* ^^"^ *'*'""*'y ^ ""ffi"*"* to deal withat least twice, if not three times, the existing output- and it« obvious that the burden of interest upon the JmrneJeamount of capital supplied wiU be a heavy Le untl the p/oductive power of the country is greatly increased rjlonvinced that every possible effort will be made by all co^cerned, the Canadian Government, the Provincial Governmenthe municipalities, the great railway companies bankerraders, and others, as weU as by British investors,- o Lcrea"erapidly the agricultural and mineral output of the c^^trtupon which the welfare of the Canadian people, bothlS^!vidua, y and coUectively, absolutely depends; Ld the effectof their concerted effort v.ill be so great that the country wH,

overtax its strength. It is, however, of the greatest nossible

^refrthe'l^! ""t "', '"'''''' -reasinfthe p^ductt

nZL "^ ^^ P^^"°« * ^"SBT proportion of the

ouf w!t^";^T .*'' ''"' ""' ^ '''' "^«» ^^^-'^ be carr edout with the least possible delay."

This, then, was our situation and our need Our
safety lay in the speedy revival of agriculture.

Tiien came the war. Straightway immense expen-
ditures for war purposes began to be added to our
federal debt, and enlistment began to reduce thenumber of available workers. Fortunately, the
season of 1915 was propitious, and good crops were
generally obtained throughout the whole country
But since then both climate and labor shortage have
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conspired to curtail production seriously, so that at
present the national financial problem is even
graver than it was when the war broke out, for no
one dreamed that our war debt would have attained
the magnitude it has.

It is true that something has been gained by the
war-time increase in exports, chiefly of munitions.
But this is now practically at an end, and our
exports of manufactures will probably soon assume
normal or even sub-normal proportions. The export
of munitions has given temporary relief: that is all.

Further, permanent relief will not come until
more labor and capital are available for our primary
industries and for other industries that are self-
sustaining; and this labor and capital will not be
available until agriculture becomes more attractive.
Schemes so far devised—by city men—for placing
returned soldiers "on the land" are pathetically
inadequate, and impossible to realize. Much oney
is likely to be wasted if they are tried. Th. .oblem
of the returned soldier is much more complicated
and difficult than most people imagine, and it is
especially desirable that any schemes for inducing
returned soldiers to go "back to the land" should
be submitted to the judgment of practical farmers
before anything is done to carry them into effect.
Good intentions are not sufficient: good sense is also
required from those in authority.
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Our national safety, therefore, as weU aa »h.

secured?
^^"^"^*"^- How can this revival be

Before attempting to answer the question ,-n

The f„ndan.enta, ,aw ItZ:ZiT^Z'^tUes-r^ With the least eifort is a sufflcfenttint

It 18, therefore, quite beside the mark inTZ T
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rural districts to hold the young people in the
country? Why should rural social institutions
decay, and why should the most enterprising youngmen ai. women move to the city? Whv shouldmany we. meant efforts to make farm life attractive
fail? The answer will be found largely in the
general statement that labor and capital have notbeen adequately rewarded in Canadian agriculture
and If we set ourselves to discover how and whv
this condidon has arisen, we shall incidentally
answer and solve the minor questions and problems
The fundamental reasons are economic; and while^e may find some who are ready « to farm for less
rather than do anything else for more," we cannot
hope to put agriculture upon a stable basis until, to
use a common phrase, " it pays."
The revival of agriculture will consist of, and

result in. Better Farming, Better Business and
Better Living, but will depend primarily upon
Better Returns for the effort expended. Other
things being equal, agricultural production can be
increased by the establishment of conditions making
farming more profitable. This need is primary and
essential, because the intelligence required for
Better Farming and the good judgment required
for Better Business will both seek other occupations
If the rewards in agriculture are inadequate.
Education for Better Farming and Better Business
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has availed little in the face of economic disabili-
ties; and it never will avail without equity in
distribution. Just think of it-amidst almost
unlimited natural resources and boundless areas of
fertile land the high cost of living in Canada has
become a national disgrace and a national menace
and all this in spite of the most assiduous and
eloquent preaching from an army of agricultural
experts

!

Our state agricultural authorities have been
depending too much upon exhortation. « Grow more
grain, Keep more and better stock," said the " Agri-
cultural War Book." The advice was both needless
and irrelevant; needless because it is in the farmer's
own interest to reach that point beyond which, under
given conditions, increased production is secured at
a loss; and irrelevant because it does not afford any
practical suggestions as to how this desideratum is
to be attained, apart from those suggestions with
which we are all familiar, and which we are trying
to apply as far as conditions will permit. It is poor
economy to pay a dollar to earn fifty cents, and
quite frequently the exhortation to "grow more
grain" practically involves spending much and
getting little. Every farmer knows in a practical
way the economic law of Diminishing Returns-
knows that it is folly to try to aim at maMmum pro-
duction regardless of the cost of production. A field
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might be cultivated ten times and harrowed twenty
times in preparation for seeding oats, but the addi-
tional crop would not pay for the additional work
involved. There is a point where it is time to stop.

Further, the farmer knows, as a rule, as well as any
one else, how to " grow more grain," and to " keep
more and better stock." Under given conditions the
farmer will apply his knowledge only so far as this

application brings him any real reward, and he may
be pardoned for declining to " keep more stock " if

this should involve his working sixteen hours a day
as against ten hours a day without stock. When it

becomes profitable to "grow more grain and keep
more and better stock " it will be quite unnecessary
to urge farmers towards that end ; whereas it is use-

less permanently to urge it when it is unprofitable.

And he who is actually in the business must be the

judge as to profitableness or unprofitableness of any
undertaking. Those city residents or officials who
think that farmers are not growing enough grain or

keeping enough stock should themselves demon-
strate how increased production can be obtained.

Let practice and demonstration precede preaching.

As a matter of fact the campaign of educational

work carried on under the auspices of our various

departments of agriculture with such assiduity for

the last thirty years has been powerless to stem the

tide cityward. It has done much good but it has

I. (./,
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failed to meet the needs of the situation. It has
been good so far as it has gone, but it has not gone
far enough. It has touched only the production of
wealth, and has ignored the question of distribution.
Without equitable distribution production will halt.
No man will sow where he cannot reap, unless he is
enslaved; and if, all things considered, the rewards
of other occupations are greater than those of
farming, farmers will drift to other callings, and
agriculture will suffer. Frank recognition of this
fundamental truth would brush away many cob-
webs of fallacy which now blind and confuse our
minds; would clear the ground of unessentials, and
enable us to perceive clearly the vital basis of the
whole matter.

However, I do not wish to minimize the good
results of education for Better Farming, Better
Business and Better lAving. Without it our plight
would have been far worse. Every farmer should
aim to utilize as much as he possibly can all techni-
cal information pertaining to the business of pro-
duction. He should study soils, plant life, live
stock and all the other multifarious things with
which the farmer has to deal. He should keep in
touch with the best farm practice, and he should
inform himself as to the latest results of scientific
investigation. He should discuss farm methods
with his neighbors, and also gain others' experience
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by reading farm papers. All this is necessanr in the
revival of agriculture.

Of even more importance is Better Business,
which consists of good farm management so far as
the individual farmer is concerned, and cooperation
so far as farmers generally are concerned. The
problem of efficient farm management is one of
extraordinary intricacy, which those not intimately
acquainted with actual conditions may altogether
fail to realize. Volumes have been written upon
this aspect of farming alone, and there is no other
industry that requires a greater degree of intelli-
gence or better judgment. So far as co-operative
methods go, the time has gone by when the farmer
can live for, or to, himself. Other industrial classes
are organized and he must organize. Individually
he cannot now either buy or sell to advantage.
Co-operation has become imperative.

In the revival of agriculture Better Business is of
special importance because it need not wait for any
political changes, or any general change in economic
conditions. Better Business begins at home, and
has made progress everywhere in spite of, or per-
haps by reason of, the greatest difficulties. So far
as it goes it will make for Better Returns, and thus
fulfil the fundamental condition of industrial pro-
gress. Sir Horace Plunket, one of the greatest
leaders in agricultural co-operation, says: "Better
farming means the application of modern science to

11:
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the practice of agriculture; Better Business is theno less necessary application of modern commercialme hods to the business side of the farming industry.
Better Living is the building up in rural communi-
ties of a domestic and social life . hich will with-
stand the growing attraction of the modern city.
This three-fold scheme of reform covers the whole
ground, and will become the basis of the country
life movement to be suggested later. But in theworking out of the general scheme there must be one
important change in the order of procedure: Better
Jsustness must come first."

Much has been said as to the work of the rural
school m making for Rural Betterment. The

Tffl"!
^'

^ T' ^'"P"^""* ""^- Undoubtedly a
di^ffe^nt and better, education in our rural schools
will help to solve the rural problem. Consolidation
has been advocated with great force. Better andmore permanent teachers are much ne led. But in

thlV«'*1^^"'''
^' ^° *^^* «^ ^«"»« conveniences,

il Tfl '" "' '""'"^ '^«'^«"^^^- ^^«y ^--ers

,w-. « ^^
'^°''*'* ^^^"^ ^«t*«^ educational

institutions, or pay higher salaries so as to get
permanent, well qualified teachers. Rural depopula-
tion has greatly aggravated the situation in this
respect, and it is unquestionable that the general
feeling of despair as to improvement in the country
school has a sound basis. To a certain extent, of
course, this attitude is fallacious, since beiter
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education would in a large measure pay for itself in
the greater efficiency of those educated. But it is
only partly fallacious. Many farmers have seen how
frequently those of their children who receive our
so-called higher education are lost to agriculture
and a farmer may be pardoned if he does not feel
veiy enthusiastic about giving his children a
"higher education."

Secure justice, ensure to the farmer an adequate
reward for his labor, and this question will gradu-
ally adjust itself. One of the chief difficulties at
present is the fact that many of our teachers are
inoculated with the virus of false ideals, a result
of our economic discrimination in favor of urban
and against rural industry. Our whole educational
system is thus biassed, and it will be some time
before this bias can be removed. This question,
however, while one of the greatest importance, does
not lie within the scope of this volume. The same
may be said of the Rural Church, which may con-
ceivably become one of the greatest powers in rural
regeneration. What Church Union may accomplishm this direction yet remains to be seen. Of late the
Church, too, has taken on a city bias. The country
minister, with some notable exceptions, looks for-
ward to earning a city charge, and the " prominent
layman," with his too easily made city wealth, has
much too large a place in the church's councils. The
issue is therefore problematic.
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Of Better Living, the crown and consummation of"11 rural regeneration, little need be said Teil Sotar as home conveniences and leisure^o iZr

».o.t part .Ley .,. „„, e„j.y ,he,e thing, Z.Zthey cannot alford them. 8„ „r a, other ,^Z

progress will depend upon Church, School andvoluntaty organization, aneh as Far^e^- Clnb"r
tute, have beea a powerful factor in making for a

inrrrLrrirtr"-"^'""''-^-'-^
'«.« stat;z"i'L'r

"""""™* """ ""' '"""

Whole matter w economic and the key to .J
soution ., our ru«., pr„Mem liel n fat dyhe prow o, distribution. But before taking"P th.8 study in a general way let us ei»™ !f

nXZrr' r -^^^ '» wMor'crar
th^ „fl

^" dte'riminated against, some ofthose manences which have neutralised he <ro,^iwork done by agricultural education
*



CHAPTER II

ECONOMIC DISCRIMINATION AGAINST RIRAL AND IN
FAVOR OP URBAN INDUSTRIB8

cJtl,^^^
'^•^'^' ^* '' ^'""'•^"y "^^""itted thatCanadian agriculture needs stimulation. It is not

however, generally admitted that from an economic'
point of view agriculture has not been getting its

Z'^TJ *'! '"'""" "' ««^^^"^^»^« has been
attributed rather to those incidental and accidental
conditions of which mention has been made already,
and which do not touch the root of the matter. I
propose, therefore, to submit some evidence of a
statistical nature touching upon this question, which
evidence, although really less conclusive than that
of a more general character already mentioned,
throws much light upon the relative decline of
Canadian agriculture.

The argument following deals, for very obvious
reasons, with the period preceding the war. During
the war prices fluctuated so much and industrial
conditions were generally so abnormal that it would
have been foolish indeed to have included that
period Further, since the last census was taken in
1911 It was convenient to malte that date a starting
point and deal with the five-year period following
It. The reader will notice that in some matters it is

[23]
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the period 19101914 thut the returns refer to, while
In others It is the period 1911-1915. This, however.
Is practically immaterial, since mathematical accur-
acy is not to be looked for.

The production of manufactiired articles in
Canada for 1910 is given as fl.l«r,,000,000 (Census
1011). The production for 1905 is estimated ns
I718,000,000.» Assuming the same increase (actual,
not proportionate) in the next five years, we have a
production of 11,612,000,000 in 1915, or an average
of nearly 11,389,000,000 per year for the years 1911-
1915. As these figures are only approximations,
as accurate as can be obtained under the con-
ditions, let us say that the average production of
manufactured articles, per year for 1911-1915 was
11,400,000,000, an increase of one-fifth over the
figures for 1910.

The capital employed in manufacturing in 1910
is given as 11,247,000,000; and it is perhaps fair to
assume that this has increased during 1911-1915 in
a ratio corresponding to that existing in the case of
the increase in production. The average capital
employed during the years 1911-1915 may, therefore,
be taken as 11,500,000,000.

The figures giving "capital employed" are in
many respects undoubtedly unsatisfactory. Do they
mean capital actually invested or merely capitaliza-

• Canada Year Book, 1915, p. 249.

I i?
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tion? Do they Include or exclude the value of
premises leased for manufacturing purposes? I do
not know. However, since there is much industrial
overcapitaliMtlon, we may, I think, assume that
the figures given are at least large enough.
The cost of labor and raw materials in 1910 is

given as 1842,000,000. Assuming a similar increase
of onefifth the average cost of labor and raw
materials per year for the years 1911-1915 may be
taken as a round billion dollars.

Deducting the cost of labor and raw materials
from the total product, we get an average balance of
1400,000,000 per year for the period 19111915.
Deduct from this a further sum of Ave per cent

on the investment, viz., 175,000,000, and a one per
cent, municipal tax, and we still have left a balance
of 1310,000,000.

The question now arises as to the value of the
equipment in our manufacturing establishments. I
cannot find any figures dealing with this, but I
submit that, with a capitalization of 11,500,000,000
f1,000,000,000 is a liberal allowance for equipmenf'
Deduct, therefore, a further five per cent, annual

• Since the above wu written the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics has issued a statement embodying its census of
Canadian manufactures for the year 1917. According to this
statement the capital invested in land, buildings, fixtures,
machinery and tools amounted to about 57 per cent, of the
total capital. The above assumption is therefore extremely
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depreciation on equipment,' viz., $50,000,000, and
we have left a surplus " profit " of $260,000,000.
There are a number of other items of expense, or

cost, which " manufacturers » have to meet (usually
classed as "Overhead Charges"), such as Work-
men's Compensation, Fuel, Insurance, Water, Light
and Office Supplies, Postage, etc. Up to the present
I have been unable to obtain any figures in this
connection, and the foregoing analysis of the Manu-
facturing Industries has been written without
taking any of these items into consideration. The
cost of Insurance, for example, has been left out of
the calculation with respect both to Manufacturing
and Farming. By making liberal allowances in
respect to invested capital, depreciation of equip-

^.Z°'f'^ -^'' ^^"^ " *"" '"'"•
^ '>'*^« ^^^^^^'^ the same

deprecation ,n agriculture, however, and I believe the depre-

••™r. .
T'P"'"* " "' '^««* ^« ^«P'^ ^« in the case ofmanufacturing" equipment. In the first place most farm

buildings are frame, and therefore subject to fairly rapid
decay. They must be replaced much oftener than in the caseof bnck, stone or cement buildings. Further, although farm
implements, vehicles and machinery do not run as constantly
as those employed in city "manufactures," they run unde'r
conditions which lead to fairly rapid deterioration. I should
think that m the case of farm implements ten per cent, should
be written off each year; which I venture to believe is not
exceeded m the average city factory. FiuKlly, with respect to
the scrapping" of obsolete machinery it may be fairly main-
tained that farm implements get "out of date" about as
quickly as any other class of machinery.
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ment, etc., I believed that the figures were approxi-
mately correct. Just as this is going to press,
however, I have received a preliminary statement
of the Census of Canadian Manufactures for the
year 1917, conducted by the Dominion Bureau of
Statistics, in which detailed information is given
with respect to a number of these items; and I
therefore take the opportunity of inserting here a
summary of this statement.

The value of the products for 1917 is given as
1^3,015,506,869. Against this must be set the fol-

lowing costs:

Materials $1,602,820,631
^^Scs 457,245,456
Sa'"ies 95,983,506
^"^^ 73,087,840
Miscellaneous expenses 239,373 046
Interest on investment 138,625,884

Total costs $2,607,136,363

Deducting the total costs from the value of the
products we have left a surplus "profit" of

1408,370,506.

Approaching the question from another stand-
point I find that the miscellaneous expenses for

1917 not enumerated in my earlier schedule run
slightly above 100 millions. It is practically cer-

tain, therefore, that the average annual surplus
"profit" for the years 1911-1915 was at least

1200,000,000.

4

i^l

III
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Inasmuch, however, as I have made very large

allowances against Agriculture in the analysis of
Its earnings which will follow, I shall let the former
figure of 1260,000,000 stand, feeling confident that
although It may be too high in point of fact, the

! 17 .•'^™'"'^' "' '''""'^^° Agriculture are
also too high, and that the comparison which will
follow IS, therefore, a fair one.
In connection with the term "raw materials"

some confusion of thought may arise by reason
of the fact that the "raw material" of one
manufacturer is the "finished product" of an-
other manufacturer. For example, one manufac-
turer smelts the iron ore and produces steel rods,
while a second takes these steel rods and worksthem up mto nails, bolts and screws. The « raw
material" of the first is ore, coke, etc., and the differ-
ence between the cost of these and the value of the
finished steel rods goes in labor, depreciation, taxes,
interest on investment and "profits." The « finished
product

" of the first manufacturer becomes in turn
the raw material" of the second manufacturer,
and to It are added costs of labor, depreciation
taxes, interest on investment and "profits" The
total "profit" in the transformation of iron ore
into nails, bolts and screws istherefore independent
of the number of manufacturing establishments
engaged m the transformation. What is credited to
the first manufacturer is debited against the second
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and 80 on. Therefore if we deduct the total of aU
costs for " raw material," labor, depreciation, etc.,
from the total value of all "finished products," we
shall get the total « profits " in the manufacturing
industries.

The same principles hold with respect to Agricul-
ture, but with this difference: the farmer's raw
materials, such as soil, air and sunshine, cost him
nothing after we have made allowance for interest
on « land values." The cost of other so-called " raw
materials," such as buildings, fences, drains, imple-
ments, etc., are included either in interest on invest-
ment or in depreciation of equipment. We may,
therefore, exclude from agriculture the cost of « raw
materials," or rather, include it under other separate
headings. The farmer is like the miner of iron ore:
his « raw materials » are essentially composed of
" land values," or natural resources, and wLut we
often term his raw materials are exactly comparable
to the smelting furnaces, rolling mills, nail-making
machines, etc., used in the transformation of iron
ore into nails, bolts and screws. Bearing this in
mind we may proceed to examine Agriculture from
the standpoint of " Profit and Loss."

In 1911 the capital employed in Canadian Agricul-
ture is given as 14,231,000,000. During the preceding
decade (1901-1911) the increase was 136 per cent.,
or 13.6 per cent, per annum. Part of this increase
is due to a general rise in commodity prices and land

W
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values. Making due allowances, however, for the
fact that the rise in the prices of agricultural pro-
ducts was somewhat more rapid than in several
other lines, the average capital employed in agricul-
ture for the five years 1911-1915 cannot have been
less than $5,000,000,000. It was probably consider-
ably more. We shall assume that figure however
because the value of the farm houses as dwellings
must be deducted from the total capitalization in
order to obtain that capital which was invested in
the farming industry for land and equipment. The
value of farm buildings and implements was slightly
over one billion dollars in 1911. The value of farm
houses as dwelling places cannot be over one-third
of this, a figure for which I think sufficient allow-
ance has been made already in placing the average
capitalization of agriculture at five billions.

The total value of farm products in 1910 (field

crops, fruits and vegetables, animals sold or
slaughtered, dairy products, wool, eggs and honey),
is given as $722,000,000. Between 1910 and 1914
there was a considerable increase in the quantity
and the value of field crops, but very little increase
in other lines. The number of live stock was, in
fact, slightly reduced, though the value may have
increased somewhat. The average annual value of
the field crops of Canada for the five years 1910-1914
may be taken as $550,000,000 (Canada Year Book,
1914, p. 165). The value of other products was
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1338,000,000 in 1910. The average value of these
other products for the five years 1910-1914 cannot
well be over 1400,000,000. Let us be on the safe side,
however, and assume that it was $450,000,000 per
year. On this basis, therefore, we have a grand total
of 11,000,000,000 agricultural production per annum
for the five years 1910-1914.

It is scarcely fair to credit agriculture with this
much as the value of « finished products," because a
large quantity of field crops is fed to live stock and
sold in the latter form. Indeed a fairly large amount
of vegetable products (hay, oats, etc.), is fed to
working horses, and therefore cannot be credited
to agriculture at all, any more than the slabs burnt
in a saw-mill could be said to constitute a part of
that mill's finished product. If, therefore, we add to
the total value of field crops the value of the animals
which are fed upon a part of those field crops, we.
shall be counting certain values twice. Or, to put
it otherwise: If the farmer feeds his grain he will
not have it to sell as grain, and the industry must
not be credited with the values of such fed grain.
The gross farm income is the aggregate of the field

crops sold, together with the other products (live

stock, dairy products, wool, eggs, honey, etc.) either
aold, or consumed by the farmer and his family.

Therefore, in justice to agriculture we should
deduct from the billion dollar total the value of the
field crops fed to farm animals. How much this is

It
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one does not know, but it is not inconsiderable. In
some sections it is very great.* There is, however,
at least one possible countervailing addition. The
farmer and his family get some of their food first-

hand, and thus escape the profit tax which is levied,

upon urban consumers of farm products. This addi-
tion is, however, nowadays trifling, for, with tlie

exception of milk, vegetables, fruits and meats, the
farmer buys his food products in the city, in the
same places and at the same prices as the city
dweller. Indeed, a large quantity of both fruit and
meat is now bought by farmers in city markets.
Therefore, in crediting agriculture with one billion

dollars per year, as the value of its " finished pro;
duct," we are undoubtedly guilty of over-estimation.

However, as it is impossible with the information
now obtainable, to form any reasonably accurate
estimate of the requisite deduction, and as we have
omitted certain small items of cost in the manufac-
turing industries, we shall make no deduction, even
though such is unquestionably justifiable.

We must now proceed to deduct from this toinl
the various costs of production. First, labor cost

:

What is it? In 1910 some 134,000,000 was paid out
as wages to « hired help." Since 1910 it is question-

•This consideration alone is probably almost sufficient to
outweigh a number of small " overhead charges," not estimated
in the preceding analysis of Canadian manufacturing for the
years 1911-1915.
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able if there has been much increase, if any, in the
number of farm laborers. The rate of wages, how-
ever, has risen, so that it is not out of the way to
assume that some f40,000,000 was paid out for farm
labor per year during the years 1911-1915. In addi-
tion to this labor we must include the labor of the
farmer himself and his family. In 1911 there were
nearly four million people living on 714,000 farms in
Canada. Upon every farm holding the " occupier "

himself worked, and to some extent also his wife
and children performed a share of the farm work.
On some farms the women do a good deal and nearly
everywhere a great deal is done by children. On
some farms the farmer has a grown up son who per-
forms the work of a hired man, but who is not so
classed. He shares the income as partner or other-
wise. On some farms there are three or ;our
workers from the family. Now, what is the ave.aje
number of workers per farm holding, exclusive of
those classed as "hired help"? The question is a
hard one to answer, and I cannot find any informa-
tion along this line in the census returns. I feel

safe in saying, however, that there are at least two
workers per farm ; or, otherwise, there are at least
GOO days' work per year, on the average, applied to
each farm holding in Canada, apart from that labor"
for which a direct and specified cash wage is paid.
How shall this labor be paid? I find that the average
wage paid workers in the manufacturing industries

<3l
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in 1910 was about |480 a year (Census, 1911). Con-
sidering the quantity and quality of the work done
on our farms, and demanded by modern farming, it

would be grossly unfair to pay those engaged in
agriculture less than those engaged in manufactur-
ing, in which a great deal of the work is largely
mechanical. They are entitled to better wages. We
shall, however, again be on the safe side, and only
allow them the same wages. Assuming, then,
1,500,000 workers (exclusive of " hired help ") on
the 714,000 farm holdings, and allowing each worker
1480 per year, the labor cost in agricultural pro-
duction amounts to |720,000,000, plus 140,000,000,
or a total of 1760,000,000 per annum.
Deducting labor cost, therefore, from the total

value of the annual product, we have a balance of
1240,000,000. But we must make further deductions
from this, viz., the interest on capital invested,
municipal taxes, and an allowance for depreciation
of equipment. Five per cent, on the investment is

1250,000,000, and a municipal tax of one per cent.
(almost exactly this figure in Ontario, as I shall
show subsequently) makes another 150,000,000. The
value of the farm buildings and implements, in 1911.
was somewhat over 11,000,000,000. Not to speak of
fences, and the increased value of equipment since
1911, five per cent, annual depreciation on this
investment in equipment makes another |50,000,000.
The sum of these three further deductions is
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1350,000,000, which we must take from our balance
of 1240,000,000, leaving a deficit of |110,000,000.
The situation can be expressed more concisely in

the following tabular form:

Manufacturing in Canada, 1910-1914.
Capital Inveatment

$1,500,000,000
Value of Products (annual) 1,400,000,000
Cost of Labor, etc $1,000,000,000
6 per cent, on Investment 75,000,000
1 per cent. Municipal Tax 15,000,000
5 per cent. Depreciation 50,000,000

Total Costs 1,140,000,000

Surplus Profit $260,000,000

Farming in Canada, 19101914.
Capital Investment

$5,000,000,000
Value of Products (annual) 1,000,000,000
Cost of Labor, etc $700,000,000
5 per cent, on Investment 250,000,000
1 per cent. Municipal Tax 50,000,000
5 per cent. Depreciation 50,000,000

Total Costs 1,110,000,000

^®''''»'
$110,000,000

Now of course, in point of fact, agriculture does
not pay out more than it gets in. There need not be
any impairment of capital by reason of this deficit.

In fact capital may increase and equipment improve.
All this is quite possible. The deficit can be met,
and more than met, by farmers taking lower wages
than those prevailing in other industries, by their
working long and hard and living plainly. The
writer has done this. His « labor income " has not
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been over oneniuarter what it might have been elie-
where, but he has managed to increase both capitaland equipment.

Jl'^^^^^'^^^'^^^onn, however, in no way alter the
facta. One can wipe out the huge gurplug «

profit

"

In Canadian "manufacturing" by adding it to thewages of those engaged in the "manufacturing"
industries, and can wipe out the deficit in Canadian
agriculture by deducting from the wages of thos^
engaged in farming. But the facts are the same

„"
matter how an accountant might state them. Fur-
ther we arrive at the same general conclusion by
considering the significant fact that no farmerworks wholly on borrowed capital, whereas this is
frequently the case in " manufacturing »•

I shall next offer some explanation of this
tremendous discrimination by an analysis of our
present system of federal taxation with special refer-ence^o its incidence upon Canadian agriculture.

well during 1910 ISlT-Tt ™*- ^*'"« ^"^^e" did very

very poorly". TTaJa^^ZZZ "uZr""''''''"' "
'''

with " manufacturers " »«rf A^- T '•
"™®" »» compared

intereatinc, fill i
°'"^ ''""°^'« ^t a loss. Some

dicotd^in th?t r^ "^''° '"^^ ^"^««°° «^«^^« be««

ment of the O. Ta Tulin^ ^/iZ l^d mr'^jft'^T'*-

SrllSn^in-rtCVtr^
the two surveys merSLl^;

Nevertheless, as far as they go,

evidence here adduced
'" ""^'^^' '""^ arguments^'nd



CHAPTER III

HOW OUR METHODS OF TAXATION AFFECT THIS
DISCRIMINATION

The average amount of duties collected per annum
for the five years, 1911 to 1915, was about
192,000,000 (Canada Year Book, 1914, p. 260). Of
the total imports about two-thirds were dutiable and
one-third free. The average rate of duty on total

imports was about 16 per cent. The i ate upon duti-

able goods was therefore approximately 25 per cent.

For the most part the free goods consisted of things
not manufactured in Canada. This much might be
presumed from the fact that the Canadian Tariff is

designedly protective: it can be verified by an
examination of the various schedules in the tariff.

Generally speaking commodities are on the "free
list" because they are needed in Canada and are
not manufactured here. Of course there are excep-
tions, notable among which, so far as farmers are
concerned, are cream separators and binder twine.
However, as has been well said, "the exception
proves the rule "

; and we may safely assume that
the "protective" feature of the tariff is either
actually or ostensibly realized in the great majority
of cases. I regret that I have been unable to discover

[37]
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What proportion of Canadion manufacture, i.
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tree list, and that in this respect there is Droh»hi,a greater discrimination in fa^r of t^e la^.^^^
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organized manufacturers than In favor of the
smaller industrieH.

It is also impossible to determine accurately Just
what enhancement of price to the ultimate con-
sumer is involved in this " protection." I have been
told by those who should be competent to express an
opinion that, by the time the wholesaler and retailer
add their respective " profits " on the tariff tax to
the prices of the goods, the price enhancement is

40 per cent, or over. In some lines, I venture to say,
the price enhancement is much above this figure;
while in other lines it is no doubt lower. In as
much, therefore, as the subject is a debatable one, on
which one can get nothing more definite than
estimates, I shall assume a general average price
enhancement due to the Canadian Tariff of 30 per
cent, on goods manufactured in Canada. Or, to
state the case otherwise: The abolition of all « pro-
tection » on Canadian " manufactures » would bring
about a reduction of at least 30 per cent, in the
average price which the ultimate consumer pays for
these " manufactures," provided, of course, that no
other concomitant change neutralized the effect of
such abolition. This estimate is, I believe, a con-
servative one, but if it can be shown to be too high
I shall be glad to amend it.»

*u
*^°"?^^*"»d'an " manufacturers" are wont to protest that

the Tanflf does not bring about higher prices to the consumer.
Obviously, then, the Tariff does not "protect " them, and they
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The next question is: What is the domestic con-
sumption of articles manufactured in Canada' The
average production for the five years 1910-1914 as has
been shown already, may be taken as f1,400,000,000
per annum. The value of Canadian manufactures
exported during these five years (making allowance

I fao: .r '""""^ ^^*""^^ Y^«^ ^ooK 1914,
p. ^W). Allow an exportation of $50,000,000 per

T^onT^ ""' ^^"^^ "" ^^^""^S^ «°""«J consumption
of fM50,000,000 worth of goods manufactured in
Canada. With a price enhancem^^nt of 30 per cent

f^^u"\'^'T""'
"" ^"^^^^* *^^ «' 1405,000,000

paid by the Canadian consumers to the G nadian

fonZ
*"'''''" '^^' "*"'*^'° '' ^^'^^^^^^ ««

Tax which goes into Federal Treasury *02 000 oonTax which goes into the pockets of L proi^^
^''''''''''

"manufacturers" . .^^
m„.

, , ^ 405,000,000
Total tax due to tfce tariff on Canadian manu-

faetures .....
$497,000,000

will not suffer from its removal «*«„„„ • •.

« b, tiUira „,!, „„„ n,„ ,,,, p„,„^j,, ^^ ^j J^
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This tax equals approximately |60 per capita, or
1300 per annum per family of five. But the tariff
tax on manufactured articles falls more heavily
upon farmers and their families than upon the aver-
age city resident. Both, it is true, have to pay
increased prices for clothing, tools, and household
equipment, but in addition the farmer has to pay out
annually large sums for farm implements, tools,
vehicles and machinery, which the average citv
worker escapes.

I find it impossible, from the official returns, to
make any accurate estimate of how much greaterw the tariff tax upon agriculture than upon
the other industries. Primarily, of course, a
large part of the tariflF tax is paid on "raw"
and "partly manufactured" materials. But this
18 mostly shifted (if possible) to the next succeed-
ing purchaser, so that finally it comes down to
the ultimate consumer. For example, in the case
already mentioned, the manufacturer of steel

.

rods adds (when possible) the tariff "protection"
(if any) to the selling price of the rods, and the
manufacturer of these rods into nails, bolts and
screws adds (when possible) this "protection" (a
tax to him) to the selling price of his nails, bolts and
screws, together with any additional "protection"
which he may have. The whole burden in such case
faUs ultimately upon the user of nails, bolts and

I
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screws. Ultimately, therefore, the tariff tax, what-

ever it may really be, falls upon all consumers.

Now farmers are, as has been pointed out, large

consumers of manufactured articles. Moreover they

have as yet no power of shifting the tariff tax else-

where. They cannot, so long as their prices are

fixed in the world's marl^et, add tJicir tax to the

selling price of their products. They can only affect

prices by curtailing production to such an extent

that their prices are not fixed in the world's market

;

and then, in case they have tariff " protection," they

can shift their tax to the consumer of farm products.

Thus far, however, in Canada, speaking generally,*

this has not been done. Farmers have borne the

tariff tax. They have not shifted it because they

could not. Therefore the burden has fallen more

heavily upon them than on many other classes.

There is, further, the indirect tariff tax, which

farmers as well as others pay in the increased

• The distinction between truck farmers and producers of
staple lines should be borne in mind. A few producers of

vegetables, fruit, etc., receive " protection," but the great mass
of those who produce grain and live stock products do not

receive it. It is, of course, conceivable that farmers might
shift, or attempt to shift, their tariff tax ay such a complete

organization kJ would control the output, and thus fix prices

as have been done in some other industries. Collective bar-

gaining would then come into existence, and organized agri-

culture might exact a higher price from Canadian consumers

than the world market would justify.
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cost of the personal services of teacher, preacher,
doctor, etc. All these find their cost of living

enhanced by the tariff, and, in so far as thev are
able, they shift this tax to those who employ them,
among whom are farmers.

The farmers' reduced purchasing power, on the
other hand, has decreased their ability to buy, and
this has operated contrariwise. To what extent this

has affected the situation it is difficult to say, but.

taking everything into consideration, I think it may
be fairly maintained that Canadian agriculture
bears at least half the total tariff tax.

Assuming this figure, of the total tax of

1497,000,000, agriculture bears one-half, say about
1240,000,000. This is divided between the 714,000
farmers (1911 Census), and amounts to about 1350
per year per rural family. About one-quarter of
this goes into the Federal treasury, and the other
three-quarters, or approximately |250 per year, goes
into the pockets of the protected manufacturers.
The total amount thus d'"^rted from agriculture to

manufacturing is, therefore, about f180,000,000 per
annum (for the 714,000 farmers).

Now, if the reader will refer to the preceding
chapter, he will find Canadian manufacturing, dur-

ing 1910-1914, credited with a surplus profit of

1260,000,000 per annum, while Canadian agriculture

during the same period faces a deficit of 1110,000,000

per annum. Transfer the 1180,000,000 above men-

JdL4^
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tioned, from manufacturing to agriculture, and the

situation would then be as follows:

Surplus profit in manufacturing. . . . $80,000,000
Surplus profit in agriculture 70,000,000

It will be evident, therefore, that the tariff

accounts in large measure for the positive discrim-

ination against agriculture, and that Mr. E. C.

Drury was under-estimating the real situation when
he stated to the Government in 1911 "That the

present tariff costs every farmer in this country

1200 a year for which he gets no returns."

In the next chapter we shall consider other

economic discriminations against Canadian
Agriculture.

.*;•



CHAPTER IV

LAND GAMBLING ANO ITS EFFECTS UI'ON CANADIAN
AORICULTDHE

The Stimulation of Agricultural Production will
depend upon conditions making the farming indus-
try more profitable.

Now one of the inevitable expenses which every
farmer must meet is the cost of his land. Other
things being equal, the cheaper the land the greater
the profit, and vice versa. Unquestionably this
largely explains the tremendous attraction of the
Canadian West. And yet even in that new country
the cost of getting land has been enormously
increased by speculators. F. J. Dixon, M.L.A, for
Centre Winnipeg, speaking before the Convention of
the Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association, in
Saskatoon, on February 15th, 1916, stated that out
of the one imdred and fifty million acres of arable
land in tht fhree prairie provinces one hundred
million acres \i as already in the hands of specu-
lators, only thirt. million acres in the hands of the
Government, anH only twenty million acres in the
hands of those living upon and working their land.
I have no means of verifying these figures. To the
extent that they are accurate, however, they reveal
a most alarming condition of aflfairs, the iniquity of

[45]
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which will be more fully ghown in the sequel. Now,
however, let us see how it aflfects agricultural pro-

duction in the Canadian West.
In the first place this condition drives settlers

away back from the railways in order to get cheap
land; otherwise they must pay a heavy toll to the

absentee owners for the privilege of getting land
conveniently located. Thus sparse settlement is

rendered almost inevitable. Many evils spring from
this condition. Farmers have to incur heavy expenses
for teaming out their produce and bringing back
their supplies. Road building is made very diflflcult.

Farmers' children are deprived of proper educa-

tional facilities, and wholesome social intercourse

is almost banned. Men, women, and children, and
especially women, suffer, and often die, from lack of

proper medical attention. All these and other

similar evils arise out of the fact that the land is

owned by non-users ; and all of them either make the
"

farmer's financial returns positively smaller, or

make his own and his family's life measurably

poorer in those things which make life worth living.

The dreariness incidental to life on the prairies is

thereby seriously aggravated.

Taken altogether, these evil conditions decrease
the rewards of labor and capital applied to Cana-
dian agriculture, and thus curtail production.*

• Farther, there may be attributed to this cause a goodly
share of cur present railway problem. Why have we two
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How can matters be remedied? The answer is
given in part by the Provinces of Alberta and Sas-
katchewan. In 1914 the Alberta Legislature passed
an Act to tax wild land, and collected $700,000
revenue from this source in one year. Saskatchewan
followed suit in 1915. This tax not only increased
the positive rewards of the users of Western land,
but made it increasingly difficult for anyone to
withhold land from cultivation. Thus it had the
eflfect of assisting those wanting land to get it
cheaply. Whether or not this tax will put a stop to
land speculation one cannot say, but one can say
that just as soon as the tax on land withheld from
use equals the estimated "unearned increment,"
then the speculator must sell. And he cannot sell
to another speculator; he must sell to a user, or
have his land revert to th( State. By suitable taxa-
tion, therefore, society can easily kill speculation in

bankrupt railways on our hands T Because, as Sir George Paish
said in the passage already quoted, we have three times as
much railway development as the condition of our primary
industries demands. And the failure of Canadian farmers to
provide traflSc for our railways is in good part due to the
pernicious practice of land gambling, in which, if the truth
were known, certain railway companies and prominent poli-
ticians have not been the least sinners. Greed is notoriously
short-sighted, but it is almost incredible that those in authority
should have been blind to the inevitable consequences of foolish
or pernicious public policies, consequences which the organized
farmers of Canada have predicted for years past. The logic
of events has made eflfective answer to a foolish optimism.
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land with all its consequent evils, provided, of
course, that there are no stout offenders of whom
the Government is afraid.

There are other Isinds of " 8i)eculation," however,
whose character is less easily discernible, and whose
control is much more difficult. I refer to the pur-
chase and storage of vaiious commodities against a
time of scarcity. He who buys eggs or fruit in a
time of plenty and puts them in cold storage in
order that he may sell in a time of need may charge
more for his services than they are really worth.
But unquestionably he performs a real service for
which he is entitled to compensation. Similarly
those who " speculate » in the buying and selling of
gram are not wholly useless. Many other liinds of
so-called "speculation" do perform certain useful
functions; and all of these are evil only when,
through lacic of proper control, they result in
monopoly and exploitation. The purchase and
storage of wheat at |1.50 per bushel and its subse-
quent sale at |3.00 per bushel may be a huge evil,
and result in untold misery; but at the same time it
is quite possible that the seizure and forced sale of
such wheat at a certain arbitrary valuation might
ultimately do much more harm than good. A
farmer who holds his wheat for better prices, may,
in a sense, be said to « speculate in wheat," and it is
difficult to draw the line between such action and
that of an elevator-owner who buys wheat when it is
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cheap, holds it in storage, and Hells when it is dear.
The moral character of such transactions, as well
as their social utility, depend upon conditions which
may vary; and, as has been well said, "Circum-
stances alter cases." The whole question is one of
extreme complexity; and any interference with the
fundamental laws of trade and commerce shotild be
undertaken only after mature consideration. The
State would be quite justified in preventing any man
or group of men from "cornering" an entire
season's crop and "holding up," under threat of
starvation, the whole community. But under ordin-
ary conditions, it certainly would not be justified in

forcing producers to sell at certain dates or at
certain arbitrary valuations. In times of emer-
gency, of course, such as during the late war, it is

quite conceivable that the State might properly
adopt such a course, where the public interest
demanded it and public reason sanctioned it.

Speculation in land, however, is a much simpler
question, and can be dealt with much more easily.

The man who buys land and " holds it for a rise in
value " performs absolutely no useful function. Of
course, in so far as he " improves " his land, he is

entitled to compensation ; but when he merely holds
it, and and awaits the time when the labors of
neighboring land users shall have made it more
valuable, his conduct is not only useless but is

positively pernicious. Therefore, as has been said

t-t
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nlrf/;
"P*?"^*"«" ^" J«°d can and Hhould be

definitely and effectively dealt with by leginlation.

.uffen, from land gambling. The Ea«tern farmer

in T '" **** P*'* ^'^ *•"* ""'^^'^ heavily, justaa the Western farmers have suffered in r;4nt
yearn. The early history of rural development inUpper Canada was blackened by the " dog-inthe-
manger" practices of "land companies," and bv
reservations similar to the « Railway Lands " in tbi
West. Moreover, he still suffers directly, though in
minor degree, in exactly the same way as the
Western farmer. He also suffers indirectlv through
the tremendous urban rents which constitute a toll
upon all agricultural business passing through our
cities. For example, take the case of a tenant who

Zy^!?:
restaurant. This man's expenses willl^ divided into three classes. First, rent; second,

the cost of labor and equipment; and third, the cost
of food supplies. His revenue will be the money
derived from his customers' meal tickets. Now any
increase in the item rent must be met either by an
increase in the price of meals or by a decrease in
the cost of labor, equipment or supplies. If, there-
fore, the restaurant keeper does not increase the
pnce of his meals, or contrive to serve less food for
the same money-which amounts to the same thing-he must decrease the cost of his labor, equipment
or supplies. Now the cost of labor and equipment
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!• enhanced by the same influences that pregg upon
the restaurant keeper. The latter is therefore
reduced to the alternative of either charging more
for hig niealg or paying legg for hla suppliea.
Similarly the butcher who furnigheg the meat, the
commiggion dealer who furnigheg the eggg, butter .,r

fruit, the miller who furnigheg the flour, and all
otherg who gell commoditieg to the restaurant keeper
are forced to provide for high rentg by lower prices
to the farmer for food productg or higher prices to
the restaurant keei)er to whom they gell. Increase
in rent, therefore, results either in an increase in
the cost of living in the city or in lower prices to the
suppliers of food pi-oducts—that is to the farmers.
Trace any food product from farm to city con-
sumer's table, through the hands of at least two or
three dealers all of whom have to provide for the
item rent, and we can see very plainly how the
burden of high city rents is largely shifted to the
farmer.

Agriculture is not only injuriously affected
directly In the manner outlined above; it is also
affected indirectly, and often injuriougly, through
the increase in the cost of living in the city. The
famer does not always benefit by " the high coat of
licing." In the fall and winter of 1914, thousands
of Ontario city residents " could not afford " to eat
apples, whereas thousands of barrels of good apples
were rotting in Ontario orchards. Had it been
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possible to convey thes« apples from producer to
consumer with less expense, both would have
profited—the grower as well as the eater. But,
owing to lack of forethought and system in market-
ing, and the inevitable expenses for handling apples
in our dUes, the producer got nothing jor the crop
and the consumer got nothing of it. And high citv
rents operated, not only to increase the cost of
handling apples, but also to decrease the purcha-n.j,
iwwer of those city residents who would gladly li . ve
bought if they could have afforded to buy. )hf
may hesitate to pay |6.00 for one barrel of applet,
and at the same time be glad to pay |12.00 for three
barrels; and it may therefore well be that the cur-
tailment of the cities' purchasing power, through
exorbitant rents, involves considerable loss to the
farmer.*

A large proportion of the business done in the
city is concerned with farm products, and it is
therefore apparent that speculative increases in city
land values—which have been at times so marked—
involve a heavy burden upon all farmers whose
products are marketed in the city.

• In February, 1914, No. 2 Spy Apples were selling in
Toronto at 30c. a dozen, when ordinary sense in dealing with
the market situation should have insured a price of 30c. a
basket. It is safe to say that at present, in most of our large
cities, only one barrel of apples is used where, with a reason-
able expense in transporting apples from orchard to city cellar,
three barrels of apples would !« used.
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Putting the ease briefly, in general teriuM, one may
ay that the evil of laud Hpeculation createti a class

of induHtrial paranlten who nitiMt Ikj siipixirted ui

the public ex|M?n8e; and that the farmer'n earnings
are largely drawn uiM)n to Kup|)ort tlicHc parasites.

To adapt a figure familiar in another connection,

the weary Titan of Canadian Agriculture staggers

under the too vast orb of its Fate. The food short-

age which causes such consternation at the present

time is probalily due, not mow? to conditions arising

from the war, than to the folly and greed of a

generation.

The Secretary of the Canadian Cotincil of Agri
culture, in the article already referre<l to (T( .ntu

Daily Star, Jan. 21, 1919), clearly and Ur,,,uiy

states the case as follows

:

"Canada has a land area of three and a half

millions of square miles with a population of eight

millions. That is less than one person jier square mile.

Included in this area are hundreds of millions of

acres of unused arable land fit to produce food, huge
deposits of mineral wealth awaiting development,

large tracts of valuable forests, and an immense
latent wealth in her salt and fresh water fisheries.

In addition nature endowed Canada with a system
of water power to facilitate the development of her

resources, such as no other country possesses. With
80 much natural wealth entrusted to her for develop-

ii
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liient for the u«e of her people, it would seem a
Hound national policy to bend every energy to utilize
those natural re8our<e« and to ren.ove any obstacle
natural or artificial, that might be a hindrance in'
accomplishing that purpose. Nature has treated us
bounteously, has given us a heritage that few
countries jmsse-ss. Can we be justly accused of over-
looking and neglecting the botmties of nature while
wasting our energies in trying to build a nation by
niethods which are out of accord with the provisions
"uide by and the intent of the Creator who destined
this huge territory to be the habitation of a virile
and progressive race of people? One would natur-
ally think the populating and settling of these vast
agricultural lands so as to make them productive-
the developing of the resources of the mines'
forests and fisheries to make this huge reservoir of
latent wealth a liquid asset available for the use and
needs of the people, would receive the first considera-
tion of our Government.

''The contrary, however, is what happened. Some
forty years ago the Canadian Government inaugur-
ated a national policy which had for its avowed
purpose not the development of these bounties of
nature, but the bull iing up of centres of population
by establishing manufacturing industries under the
guise of giving employment to labor and affording
markets for agricultural products. They attempted
to obtain that ideal by surrounding the country with
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a tariflf wall against imports of the necessary
material and tools of production for exploiting the
natural resources, thus creating an excessive over-

head charge on all industries having to do with the

development of our mines, forests and fisheries, as
well as all production of wealth from our agricul-

tural lands. This creation of an abnormal overhead
charge absolutely interfered with the conversion of

those natural resources into liquid assets. In other
words, the tribute which natural industries were
made to pay the manufacturing industries in urban
centres made the development of our natural

resources so unprofitable aad unproductive that the

people who had been brought into the country at
great expense to the Government were forced into

urban centres where living was made more attract! ire

for them."

And he proceeds to submit evidence shov.ing the

blighting effects of our misguided policy not only
upon our primary industries but even now upon
manufactviring itself. Nothing can be more foolish

and dangerous than to cling to a vicious system and
to continue to build on the sand.





PART II

THE PROBLEM OF DISTRIBUTION





For natural law is not all comprehended in
what we call physical law. Besides the laws of
nature which relate to matter and energy, there
are also laws of nature that relate to spirit
thought and will. And should we treat the
present products of farm or mine or mill or
factory as we may treat the products of a dead
civiliration, we shall feel the remonstrance) of an
immutable law of nature wherever we come in
conflict with the moral law. ... As to pierce
the heart and divert the blood that has been pro-
duced from the natural course of its distribution
is to bring about the death of the physical
organism mo^t swiftly and ceriainly, so to inter-
fere with the natural laws of the distribution of
wer;th is to bring about a like death of the social
organism. If we seek for the reason of ruined
cities and dead civilizations we shall find it in
*'''•" —Henry George.

"The world is not to be cheated of a grain;
not so much as a breath of its air can be drawn
surreptitiously. For every piece of wise work
done, so much life is granted ; for every piece of
foolish work, nothing; for every piece of wicked
work, so much death is allotted. This is as sure
as the courses of day and night."

—John StwMn.
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CHAPTER I

RICH AND POOB

The desire for wealth, in the proper sense of the
term, is entirely leRitimate. It stimulates man's
efforts to extend his control over nature, and result*
in the subjection of the Earth to the higher powers
of mankind. But, in the pursuit of wealth, different
persons s.icceed in varying degrees, and conse-
quently we meet that universal contrast which is
expressed by the terms Rich and Poor. Now in our
8tudy of " The Problem of Distribution," we shall
find it useful to examine carefully the meanings
which ai-e, by popular usage, attache<l to these terms,
and for the sake of clearness in argument, to define
them in a special, technical and somewhat arbitrary
way.

In popular thinking there is no clear definition of
rick and />oor. Speaking loosely the rich man is he
who possesses much wealth, or much power ro com-
mand the services of others; and the poor man is he
who possesses little of these. But where is the line
of division between rich and poor? Is it the average
standard of living in the particular grade of society
under consideration? Ig that man rich who
possesses more than the average, and that man poor

[61]
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Who poBsesseg less? Is he rich who, by intelligence,
hard work and thrift, has become possessor of a good
farm, a comfortable home, and a competence for old
age; and is be poor who, by ignorance, idleness and
thriftlessness, lives from day to day on the verge of
starvation? If this be so there is no reason for
condemning the rich, no justiflcation for that sus-
picion with which man's moral sense regards " rich
men." It cannot be that this is a projier scientific
distinction. Acceptance of it would lead to utter
confusion. The great differences between men's
efficiency and productivity would be completely
ignored. Moreover, the same man would be styled
rich or poor according to when and where he lived.
Cedric the Saxon, rich in his day and generation,
would be very poor among New York's millionaires.
There must be some other, and radically different,
line of demarcation, which will enable us to dis-
tinguish, with scientific precision, between rich and
poor; a distinction which can be applied to all men,
in all times and at all places, and which will har-
monize the demands of logic and of the moral sense.
What is this distinction ?

All things which satisfy human desire, to which
monetary values can be attached, can be divided into
two classes: wealth and direct personal services.
These two are. however, fundamentally one, since all

wealth is valuable because it represents human
effort, and is thus indirectly personal service. There-
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fore, all things which are sought by man, in so far aa
Political Economy is concerned, may be revived
into the same thing,—service.*

Now the question arises: Is there a mean or
normal measure of just possession or enjoyment of
service? There is. A member of human society ii
jusUy entiUed to receive from society the equivalent
of what he gives to society. He is entitled to get as
much us he gives

: service rendered and service com-
nianded should be equal.

Here, then, is a scientific distincUon between rich
and poor. He is rich who can command more service
than he need render; he is poor who can command
less. All contribute more or less service to the

'We must exclude, of course, such things as spiritual per-fecuon, esthetic and intellectual pleasure, etc., whkh ^^legmmate object, of desire, but are nut properi; ^e^lSe

tZZ'
''»*\'^^h.ch Political Economy deals-such things,namely, as food and raiment, and the service, of doctorawyer, and teacher. Different kinds of value, it is true, s"^anto one another. For example, the inspiration one may get

but cannot be measured in such terms. Similerly the pleasureone may secure from the work, of a master artist are both
measure.] and immeasurable. Service rendered by other, tous may be above price. Generally speaking, however, in human
affairs, we attempt, in some rough way. to estimate the valuesof vanous services and to expre«i these in monetary terms; and
.t .s w,th these estimates rather than with the essential value,of the services concerned, that we must here necessarily deal
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ocial fund, either directly or indirectly, and all

make demands upon that fund. The rich man, in
the senge in which we have here defined the terms,
gets more than he gives; the poor man gives more
than he gets. Thus viewed rich and poor stand in
the same relationship to one another as poaitive and
negative; the existence of rich men necessarily
involves the existence of poor men, and tire versa.
Viewed from the standpoint of ethics it may be
fairly said that the rich are the robbers and the poot
are the robbed.

Now of course such a definition of rich and poor
does not accord with iwpular usage. So defined the
terms have a much narrower, much clearer, and
much more precise significance than they do in
current usage. Doubtless there are disadvantages
in so defining them. For example, it would be very
diiBcult to use the terms as frequently, as loosely,
and as thoughtlessly as we often do; indeed they
would have to be used with great caution. On the
other hand certain advantages are apparent. Many
existing confusions in thought would be dissipated,
and the distinction involved would be universally
applicable. It would prevent us from unjustly con-
demning him who may possess more wealth than the
average, and from unjustly exonerating him who
may possess less. It would create a radically differ-

ent and scientific basis for classification. It would
reconcile reason and conscience. Thus defined the

n
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tatenient that "It in easier for a camel to pan
through the eye of a nee«lle than for a rich niau to
enter the Itingdom of heaven," would «eem to be, not
iigurative, but scientiflcally accurate. In the king-
dom of righteouBneiw there cannot be either rich or
poor.

AVe shall, therefore, for the purpose of the present
tliscuHHion, UHe these terms as above cleflniHl.

I
i

m
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CHAPTER II

NATURE OP THB PROBLEM AND METHODS OP
INVESTIGATION

In the last chapter the terms rich and poor have
been so defined as to prevent confusion of thought
and afford us a basis for accurate classification!
Thus defined the line of division between rich and
poor 18 that determined by the equilibrium between
service commanded and service rendered. He is
rich who can command more service than he need
render; he is poor who can command less.*
The question next arises: Is there any possible

way of determining this line of division in the actual
affairs of our exceedingly complicated social and
industrial life? Is there any way of even approxi-
mating to it ? ShaU we give up as hopeless the task
of specifying who are rich and who are poorf Shall
we abandon the effort to discover or recognize the
point of equilibrium between service commanded
and service rendered? Is the problem one of such
intricacy as to entirely baffle man's powers of

• The question may arise here as to how one should classify
those suflFenng from physical or mental disability, such as
cripples maniacs or idiots. Such persons are obviously not
generally industrial units, and in so far as they are not they
are not subject to the foregoing classification. The distinction
dra.ni between rich and poor applies only to normal industrial
Bocicty.

[66]
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thought? If 80, the outlook is dark. We shall con-
tinue as now, with little or no discernment of vital
distinctions. We shall fail to curb immoral
exploitation because we fail to recognize it. We
shall suflfer because we decline to think.

Personally, I do not admit that the problem is
insoluble. I believe we can at least approximate to
a solution

But we cannot find a solution by first entering the
industrial jungle and then trying to map out its
intricate mazes. Life is too complicated. We must
attack the problem otherwise. As he who would
explore an extensive valley first betakes himself to
a neighboring mountain top to get a bird's-eye view,
so must we who endeavor to explore the social jungle
first survey the situation from afar, in the eternal
light, to get a true perspective. We must withdraw
for observation, and study the situation first in its
most general outlines. We must discover the
essential factors in their primitive simplicity. We
must discern the fundamental social "Law of
Gravitation " in its more important manifestations
We must divine some fundamental plan or principle
in the whole. Then, and only then, may we with
safety enter for detailed exploration.
The problem is essentially that of discovering the

principle of the just distribution of wealth. By
Distnbution is not meant Transportation or Ex-
change. These latter activities are essentially a
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part of Production. To transiiort wheat from barn
to mill is essentially the same as to transport wheat
from field to barn. Similarly to transport fish from
sea to shop is, properly, the Production of wealth,
just as valuable as the manufacture of logs into
household furniture. Change of place is just as
important as change of form; and both are inextric-
ably bound up with one another. Both are properly
styled Production. We often speak carelessly of the
distribution of wealth, when we have in mind such
a thing as the shipping of apples from the orchard
to the city dealer, or the peddling of milk about the
city streets; but Distribution as properly used in
Political Economy has no such meaning.
So it is with Exchange. Exchange is also a method

of Production. It is a necessary consequence of the
division of labor and the differentiation of indus-
trial functions, without which nothing but the most
primitive methods of production are possible.

Wealth is not "distributed" in the politico-economic
sense, by Exchange, though by it commodities are
exchanged between individuals. The exchange of
commodities, however, is one way—in fact the only
way—of advancing production beyond its most
rudimentary stage. Exchange, therefore, is a
method of Production.

Distribution is used in the sense of sharing. What
is produced by men working together in society
must be divided. In this sense all wealth must
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somehow, somewhere, find its way to the " ultimate

consumer," and in considering the nhares of the
" ultimate consumers '' we are considering the
" Distribution of Wealth."

The problem of Distribution did not concern

Robinson Crusoe, for all the wealth produced by his

own unaided efforts justly belonged to him. But
just as soon as he had a partner the problem of dis-

tribution faced him : how were they to divide what
they produced by their joint efforts? With a simple

industrial organization the problem is comparatively

an easy one; but when our industrial life becomes
complicated the problem increases in difficulty. Yet
we must solve it: we must at least try. We must
try to find out some way of ensuring to all a just

equivalent for service rendered, some way of getting

as much as we earn, but no more. Ethically the

obligation is imperative.

As has been already pointed out, we cannot first

study the problem of Distribution from within our

complicated industrial life. We must first view it

from a distance. We must first study it in its

simplest form, and then gradually trace it through

conditions growing ever more complicated. For this

reason I propose to start first with a modern
Robinson Crusoe, a squatter on the frontier of civil-

ization, say in our own Northwest, and from that

point to trace the origin, growth and nature of the

problem of Distribution.



CHAPTER III

li

I

GROUND RENT IN ITS RELATION TO THE I'ROBLEM

Consider the case of a man who seeks a home for
himself on the frontier of civilization. He will
obviously select a spot which, all things considered
seems to him most suitable. Here he will establish
his home and apply his labor to the raw material
about him so as to gain a livelihood for himself and
his family. He will have no rent to pay because the
land IS free. Therefore, making due allowance for
any capital which he may have brought with him in
the shape of tools, etc., he .done will get the full
product of his labor, and there will be no problem of
Distribution.

Now, suppose that a second settler comes along
His range of choice is limited by the fact that the
most favorable land or location has been already
chosen. He will, therefore, choose the next best
location, having in mind the desirability of living
near the first settler. It will now be mutuallv
advantageous for these two men to co-operate, both
by the combination of effort and by the division of
labor. Exchange will spring into being, and difficult
tasks will be undertaken by the two working

[70]
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together. In many ways the total product of the
two men working together in this simplest of com-
munities will exceed the sum of what each would
have produced if working independently. Each has
evidently increased the efficiency of the other's labor.

To a certain extent what has been produced, has
been produced socially, or jointly ; and, as this must
be shared, the problem of Distribution arises in its

simplest form. How is it to be met? Consider this

question: What advantage has one man over the
other that is not dependent upon personal intelli-

gence, skill or industry? In the answer to this

question is to be found the key to the solution. What
is the answer? OI)viously this: The only advantage
which the one possesses over the other is that
derived from the superiority of the first location.

This aside, each is free to reap the full reward of his

own labor, mutually increased by the possibilities of

co-operative effort. Therefore, if the advantage
which the first location possesses over the second is

equally divided, the two workers will be placed upon
an equality with respect to getting a just return for

their labors—that is, neither will be rich or poo,'.

The significance of this will be seen more clearly

if we follow our imaginative experiment a little

farther. Suppose that a third settler next comes
along. He will have to take third choice. He will

take the best land available, with due regard to the

importance of being reasonably near his neighbors.
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The addition of a third man to the community will
add still more to the efficiency of the labor of all,
because it will permit a certain amount of special-
ization, the advantage of which will be equally
shared by Exchanged But, though the total product
is now more than three times what the product of
each would have been, if he had worked independ-
ently of the others, the difference between the
reward of labor on the first location and an equal
quantity and quality of labor on the third location
becomes quite appreciable. It is represented by
what the third man would give the first man if he
could get first choice instead of having to take third.
In the terminology of Political Economy it is called
Rent, or Ground Rent. It must be carefully dis-
tinguished from rent in popular useage, which
includes both rent of ground, and interest on capital,
as, for example, when one rents a house and lot.

Now, let us carry the inquiry further still. What
will happen when several more settlers come? The
addition of each worker will, in ways which are
familiar to us all, increase the average efficiency of
labor in the community. To that extent all will be
benefited by the growth of the industrial organism.
But, though all may benefit, all do not benefit
equally. Those first upon the scene benefit dispro-
portionately, to an extent represented by the Rent

• See Part II, Chapter VT.

i
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which their holdings can command. Rent is thus
seen to depend, not upon the labor of the possessor,
but upon the competition for land, which becomes
keener as the community grows in size and as the
eflR iency of labor is increased by industrial organi-
zation. Its magnitude is determined according to
the well-known law of supply and demand.
Carry the enquiry further yet. The continued

growth of the community will, by and by, render
necessary a store, a post ofHce, a school, a church, a
blacksmith shop, etc., together with that industrial
specialization which these involve. By and by a
railway may reach the little community centre and
add still more to its advantages. All these advan-
tages benefit every member of the community; but
they do not benefit all equally. There is a growing
disparity between the benefit conferred upon those
near the community centre and that conferred upon
those farthest away. For example, consider the
advantage which is possessed by the wheat grower
who has but one mile to haul his wheat to the rail-

way station over the man who has to haul his wheat
fifteen miles. Consider also other similar advan-
tages of proximity to school and church, store and
blacksmith shop, etc. The sum total of all these
advantages is measured by the Ground Rent. It
renders labor applied at one place more effective
than labor applied at another, and to this extent the
just rewarding of labor may be prevented.
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Now we set out to solve the problem of just Dig-
tribution, that is, of determining what conditions
will ensure to each worker as much as he justly
earns, but no more. And we have arrived at a point
where we see that the advantages of location
may operate to prevent a just distribution. The
problem of Rent arises as a disturbing factor. Now
we have traced the origin and growth of Rent and
have discerned its nature and eflfects. We must,
therefore, at this point digress briefly in order to
clear up this matter.

I i



CHAPTER IV

FACTORS IN I'RODUCTION AND CORRESI'ONDINO SHARES
IN DKSTRIBITION

Hitherto, in our study of the problem of Distribu-
tion, we have been considering the question of how
to divide justly bevween the members of society the
wealth which they co-operate to produce, that is, of
establishing a social condition in which there are
neither rich nor poor.

Our minds have been centred upon the human
units as factors in production. But there is another
class of factors in production, whose consideration
at this point will greatly simplify our task : I refer
to the factors of Land, Labor and Capital.

By Land is meant the earth, and all its resources,
both of matter and energy—all natural resources of
land, air and sea, and such forces as gravitation,
chemical aflfinity, electricity, etc. Land was here
before man came and will remain when he is gone.
" The earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof."

By Labor is meant those human forces of muscle
and mind which are directed by the human will
towards the satisfaction of human desire. Labor
applied to Land produces wealth—sows and reaps
the grain, fells the forests, digs into the bowels of
the earth for coal, or scours the seas. The two
factors Land and Labor are fundamental in the pro-

duction of all wealth. Land is the passive factor,

[75]
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and lAibnr \h the active factor. There Ih, however,

another factor in the production of wealth wliich Is

of great Importance. But It In a secondary factor.

It In Capital.

By Capital in meant all those products of labor,

such as tools, implements, machinery. Iniildintfs, <'tc..

which are produced not for the direct satisfaction

of human desire, Imt In order to assist in the pro-

duction of those things which minister direclly to

human wants. For example, a plow ministers

indirectly to human desire by assisting in the |»ro-

ductlon of grain for food. Without ('apital man's

powers are greatly limited; our best efforts could

bring forth little, if they were unassisted by tools.

Capital is, therefore, the third factor In production.

It Is a factor of great Importance but is secon«lary

in its nature, since it is produced by the conjunction

of the two prime factors. Land and Labor.

Now, since these three factors of Laud, Labor and
Capita: co-operate in the productJon of wealth, it is

logical that the product should be divided into three

corresponding shares: the share of Land which is

called j^rnt, the share of Labor which is called

Wages, ind the share of Capital which is called

Interest. We have already traced the origin and
growth of Rent. We have seen that it does not

depend upon the efforts of any one individual or any
one class of individuals; but that it depends upon
the activities and necessities of the community;
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reHiiltinj? in h coniiK'tition for Laml. It Im. there-

fore, the Mh.ire which the Land nuiy pioiierly claim

HH a neceHHary factor in nil production. Wui/rH are,

by univerwil conMent. the pro|M?r Hhare of Labor.

But it may not be ho obvioiiH at ttrnt, that IntirrHt

Ih the juHt Hhare of <'np}tnl. U't um examine thin

latter point a lit ie.

The added eflltiency which the use of CipHal
Riven to Awftor under jjiven conditions, In a detinitc

thing. But it can only be determined approximately
in practice by averajjinjj the vairious en inmteM of

those producing and of thoHe wanting Capita/, acting

and reacting upon one another through the law of

Hupply and demand. For example, if I as a farmer
pay more for the use of the labor stored up in a

grain binder than the same labor will produce in

using this grain binder, labor will naturally be

diverted from the use of binders into the manufac-
ture of binders, because it will thereby reap a

greater reward. Therefore, the supply of bin«lers

will increase in relation to the demand, and the i)rice

will fall—assuming, of course, no interference with

the operation of the law of supply and demand—
until an equilibrium has been restored. Thus,

whether Labor will be stored as Capital or applied

to produce commodities for immediate consumption,
depends upon the returns which it will respectively

get in these two directions. Further, the way in

which it will be applied in either direction will also
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depend upon the returns received. In actual prac-
tice and with no artificial interference, the direction
of human Labor into the production of Capital
responds most readily and accurately to the law of
supply and demand. Where Capital is scarce and
the demand strong, the price of Capital—its share,

which w call Interest—will be relatively large, and
there will be a strong tendency for Labor to be
stored as ( apital. On the other hand, where Capital
is plentiful and the demand for it weak, its share
will decline, and Labor will cease to be stored as
Capital. In all cases the operations of supply and
demand will, if not interfered with, ensure to Capital
approximately its just share, and this share we call

Interest. Interest is, in fact, the Wages of stored up
Labor, for just as there are only two prime factors
in the production of wealth, so there are only two
necessary parts into which the wealth produced
must be divided, those, namely, of Rent and Wages.
The following diagram may express this more
concisely

:

Factors in

Production

are—

*

Land
and

Labor (includ-

ing Capital)

These two factors

co-operate to

produce wealth,

which is divid-.

ed into two cor

respond
ing shares

—

Sent—the share

of Land—and

Wages (includ-

ing Interest)

—the share of

Labor (includ-

ing Capital).

* It is considered proper by many modern economists to

divide the wealth produced into four shares : Pent the share of
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Land, Interest the share of Capital, Wages the share of Labor,
and " Profits " the share of " Management." For purposes of
convenience, in discussing that type of industry which has
become conspicuous in nineteenth century civilization, such a
classification may be permissible. It seems to the writer, how-
ever, that it is illogical, and that its use cannot but lead to

confusion of thought. " Management " is mental labor, which
cannot be divorced from manual labor and which is entitled to
" wages." There is no valid reason, therefore, why the share

of "management" should not be included under the term
wages ; and, indeed, it is often so included, for " salaries " are

not logically distinguishable from " wages."

And, if " profits " be considered that portion which justly

goes to the "entrepreneur"—the enterpriser—for the risk he
runs in venturing upon untrodden ground, can it not be justly

said that risks of all kinds are constkntly incurred t The banks
take risks in loaning money to industrial enterprises, and
sometimes lose heavily. Wage earners run risks of unemploy-
ment or sickness. The farmer runs many risks from storm,

drought, fire, etc. There are risks in everything. Some classes

of risks are covered by " Insurance " ; and some are not. No
one suggests that " profits " should cover risks already covered

by " Insurance "
; and if, in practice, " profits " are claimed to

cover certain risks not insurable, it is not fair to claim
" profits " as a compensation for all risks. In the case of
" risky " businesses, where no scheme of insurance has as yet

been devised, the enterpriser is entitled to something which,

if the special risk had been appraised, he would have paid out

for insurance, but this something should ;not be called " profits,"

and certainly has nothing to do with " management." In the

aggregate, industrial misfortunes reduce the amount of wealth

actually produced, and therefore the question of risk should

not enter into the question of Distribution. It is the writer's

opinion, therefore, that the distribution of wealth into four

shares is illogical and confusing.
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SO PRODUCTION AND TAXATION IN CANADA

Now, in so far as the functions of landowner,
capitalist and laborer coexist in the same indi-
vidual, the problem of distribution is one of merely
theoretic interest, one which the individual in ques-
tion may solve for his own delectation. But when
these functions become separated, in part or in
whole, then questions of great practical importance
arise, which we shall consider next.



CHAPTER V

THE '• I.AXU'S SHARE "—TO WHOM DOES IT BELONG AND
FOR WHAT SHOULD IT BE USED?

In the last chapter we discussed the Distribution
of Wealth between the three factors in production,
or rather between the two factors Land and Labor,
for Capital is a secondary factor, not a primary one.
And we designated the shares of Land and Labor
by the terms Rent and Wages respectively. A just
distribution therefore involves the giving of Rent to
Land, and the giving of Wages (including Interest)
to Labor (including Capital).

Now we all understand what we mean when we
talk of giving wages to the laborer for his labor and
interest to the capitalist for his capital. But what
do we mean by assigning Rent to Land? Land is

impersonal. It has no needs. It makes no claims.
It demands no share of the wealth which man
produces.

Let us turn again to a consideration of the simple
community in which we traced the origin and
growth of Rent. We saw there that the only way
in which we could insure to all a just return for
their labor was to withdraw from each unit that
advantage which priority of occupation or special
location conferred upon him. This done each unit

[811
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has the same opportunities as any other unit, and
his reward will be in proportion to his intelligence,
«kill and industry. The Rent must, therefore, be
withdrawn from each industrial unit, in order that
all may have equal opportunities. But if this is
done who shall use the Land^s .Share, and how? A
little consideration will show that if it is thrown
into a common fund, to be shared by all alike,
justice will be done. This, then, is what is meant
by the Land's Share. As the Land has been given
to the children of men for their use, and as the
exclusive ownership of it by any individual or class
of individuals is not only ethically wrong, but
fundamentally absurd,* so the appropriation of
Rent by any individual or class of individuals is
also ethically wrong and fundamentally absurd
Being created by the demand for Land it belongs
jointly to those who have created it, and must, if
justice is to be done, be shared by all.

Now let us trace out some of the consequences if
this fundamental demand of justice be not done, and
then some of the consequences if it be done.

If Rent is r socialised we observe that the
difference betw.. the value of the land first occu-

wMI«^nfV' "f* ^°' '°"' *° ^^^' "'^'='"«'^« ownership of landwhile others have not, then it may be right for one man toown the Earth." All but this one man will then liv on" by
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pied—or, it may be, nearest tlie community centre—
and tliat on the margin of settlement, becomes
greater and greater, and is appropriated by the
individual holder of the land in question. If this
individual holder still continues to occupy and use
his land the reward of his labor will be unduly
enhanced by his favorable location. On the other
hand, if he sells, he can pocket the capitalized Rent;
and if he rents he can likewise receive a regular
income though no service is being rendered. This
advantage may ultimately become so great as to
enable its possessor to cease working and to enjoy
a share of the social product without contributing
thereto. We have all seen thus the growth of a
class of social parasites who reap where they have
not sown, and therefore necessarily prevent others
from reaping where they have sown. The develop-
ment of our own Northwest contains many striking
examples, as does also that of our large cities. In
such cases Idleness is rewarded by eating the bread
of Industry—a condition that leads to wholesale
corruption and social degeneration. If, on the other
hand, the fundamental demand of justice be obeyed,
and Rent be socialised, every accidental advantage
which the growth of the community may confer upon
any particular person or persons is socialised, and
thus shared by all alike. No one can then become
parasitic. One can retire from active work only by
industry and saving, and not by appropriating a

i
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part of the Land's Share. Industry is thus
rewarded with its full earnings while Idleness is
rendered impo88ible-/or persistent idleness is only
possible by theft. Further, there is mitoniatioally
brought into existence a common fund with which
to carry on those enterprises which should be under-
taken collectively. This is a most important con-
sideration, which is best dealt with by returning
again to our simple western community.

In the beginning the first settler must do every-
thing for himself that he and his family require.
He must provide food and clothing, shelter and
amusement, instruction and recreation. But, as one
settler after another is added, it becomes possible
to undertake some work collectively. A time will
come when a scLool is built and a teacher engaged.
In time a church will be erected. By and by the
supp^ of water and light will be undertaken by the
town or city. Municipal government will be estab-
lished. Roads and bridges will be built by joint
effort. Telephone systems will be established, and
so forth. No V these and similar joint undertakings
which are characteristic of organized society, must
be provided for by a common fund, the expenditure
of which is directed by officials of the community.
This common fund is provided by taxation, whit-h
must become increasingly heavy as the social
organism grows in complexity, and as more and
more of what were once individual obligations
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become social obligations. How is this taxation to
be levied? Tliere are many ways. Let us suppose
that the oflicials of the connnunity deride to erect a
barrier around the railway station and take a per-
centage of all commodities eitlier coming in or being
shipped out. This is a method wliich in various
forms has been largely employed everywhere. It
was conspicuous in Eighteenth-Century France. It
provides a considerable revenue with certainty and
despatch; it has many apparent advantages.' But
note its effect. Those living at a distance from the
railway station not only have to face the disability
of the long haul, but the added disability of con-
tributing a fixed percentage of their gross pro-
duct (or earnings), which is obviouslv a higher
percentage of their net earnings than is the
case with those living near by. Moreover, they
cannot share the advantages of the collective
undertakings—for example, school—to the same
extent as can those near the community centre.
They are thus placed under a number of serious
disabilities by the incidence of this species of taxa-
tion, and constant pressure will be exerted upon
them to move to the centre of population where the
more favored ones live in comparative opulence.
The appropriation of the Rent by individuals, and
the consequent placing of the burden of taxation
upon those least able to bear it, together operate to
create a class of social parasites and to discourage
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all industry. But if, on the other hand, the Rent is
appropriated by the community for social purposes
(both theoretically as has been demonstrated, and
practically as will be contended in what follows)
no injustice is done to any individual and at the
same time a fund is secured which increases natur-
ally with the growth of the community. Here it
seems to me, is the secret which will solve the Prob-
lem of Distribution. With this chart we can
descend from our mountain top and explore the
industrial jungle with some assurance of extricating
ourselves from its mazes.



CHAPTER VI

CONSIDERATION OF POSSIBLE OBJECTIONS

In the foregoing analysis of the general problem
of Distribution it was assumed that one had a right
to the wealth he produced by his own labor, and that
the increase in industrial efficiency through the
various forms of associated eflfort was justly divided
by Free Exchange.

Without indulging in any abstruse or speculative
discussions as to the nature and origin of private
property, it may be maintained that for all practical
purposes the above assumption is valid. Speaking
strictly, of course, there is no rigid distinction
between mine and thine. Each individual, with all
his powers, is a creature of his environment: he is a
part of all that he has seen or known. His earn-
ings, therefore, are also due to those external forces,
persons and institutions which have made him what
he is. It is in these considerations that Communism
finds its logical basis. " No man liveth to himself
or dieth to himself." But in practice, as I have said,'
the distinction between mine and thine has sufficient
basis to make it a convenient one. If one may claim
any right of property, it is in the products of labor
that the claim is paramount; what one produces by
his own efforts is his if anything is his.

[87]
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Further it can be successfully contended that the
increases in the industrial efficiency of the units by
social organization are generally and equitably
shared by Free Exchange. The division of labor,
followed by and resulting in the Exchange of the
products of labor, is essentially a method of
co-operation, and, in fact, the most important
method. Hence by Exchange the advantages of
specialization are shared by all. Or, to put the case
concretely: If A specializes In growing food, B in
making clothing, and C. in building houses; and If
the needs of these three individuals are satisfied in
these three respects by Exchunge, then each one will
Ret more food, better clothing and a fitter habitation
than If he had attempted to do all three things for
himself. The advantages which this simple com-
munity gets by the division of labor are thus shared
through Exchange.

Moreover, in practice the communistic philosophv
receives wide-spread recognition through voluntary
co-operation. A « co-operative society" makes no
attempt to divide between its members with mathe-
matical accuracy. The interests of each member are
so bound up with the interests of all that mathe-
matical accuracy is neither possible nor desirable.
It IS sufficient, for example, to adopt the simple rule
of dividing the purchase dividend on the basis of
total purchases, and ignore the fact that purchases
in one line might be entitled to a slightly greater
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percentage of rebate than those in another. Mathe-
matical accuracy is rarely possible in real life; the
spirit of the co.oi)erative motto, " Each for All and
All for Each," is a good practical guide.

Therefore, while the analysis of the Problem of
Distribution already given may seem open to the
criticism that it ignores the fact that each individual
18 a social product, such criticism becomes obviously
irrelevant when one examines the social functions
of Exchange, and when one recognizes how bound-
ess are the opportunities for giving expression to
the fact of merged interests by voluntary co-opera-
tion. Exchange distributes the advantages of t
form of co-operation consisting in the division <.
labor, which form of co-operation is spontaneous
and largely unconscious. There is, moreover, con-
scious or voluntary co-operation, which affords
additional opportunities for distributing the advan-
tages of joint efforts.

The first and most fundamental requirements for
securing justice in Di.tnhution are, therefore, the
social appropriation of the Ground Rent, and the
maintenance of Freedom of Exchange. Each require-
ment 18 good in itself, but neither will avail much
without the other. The two are independent and
yet complementary: either may be obtained without
the other, but alone will avail little. Our aim should
be to obtain both; and its realization involves no
great difficulty when once we perceive that the
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nociulised Rent formB a natural source of public
revenue that will render quite unnecessary those
vexatious restrictiouH mnm Freedom of Exchange
which are altogether too generally used as methods
of taxation.

The fulfilment of these two fundamental require-

ments will not, however, meet all social needs. State
action, which is a form of voluntary coof)eration, is

frequently necessary when conditions arino involv-

ing monopolies. For example, railways, which are
a form of " natural monopoly," should be subject to

public ownership and management or to effective

public control and regulation. To leave such indus-

tries in private hands when they are not regulated
by competition will inevitably result in Unjuftt Dis-
tribution. It is always possible to replace competi-
tive industry by cooperative industry, though It is

not always advisable so to do. For example, it

might t>e expedient for the State to take over the
railways, as it has already taken over the highways,
schools and postal service; whereas it might be quite
inexpedient for it to take over all farm lands and
operate them under the civil service. It all depends
upon conditions, and each case must be decided on
its own merits. We may therefore sum up by saying
that Equity demands the socialising of Rent and the
maintenance of Freedom of Exchange. It may also
demand the socialising of other things. These
"other things" are already largely socialised by
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free exchnoRe und free competition; hut, where Kiirh
laethodH have proved theniHclven Ituidequjite, public
ownership or control may iMKonie expe«lient.»

• It has been often contended that Freedom of Exchanat
does not insure justice in distributing the advantSRes of the
diTision of labor. This is quite true, as. for example, when
producers of a certain commodity organize and " fix a price

•'

But this i. a monopoly condition already referred to, and must
be dealt with by Itself. Such conditions multiply when Free-domof Exchange is prevented, as, for example, hy protective
tariffs; and are difBcult in the degree that worldwide Free
Trade exists. Let . ' .vo Free Trade and Free Competition
as a primary requiren' *t. Then if monopoly ensues the people
can deal with the situation in on^ or more of the ways already
mentioned. '
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PART III

THE REMEDY AND ITS APPLICATION
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CHAPTER I

INTBODUCTOBY

As has been said already the key to the solution
of our rural problem from the economic standpoint
lies m securing equity in the distribution . ! wealth
This, as we have seen in Part II. lies first in the
social appropriation of the Ground Rent and in the
maintenance of Freedom of Exchange. A second
step may become necessary, in the way o! .ublic
ownership or other form of co-operative effort; but
the socialising of the Ground Rent is fundamental.
Viewed in its essential outlines, both the problem

and Its solution are simple, and the remedy not far
to seek. It will be, however, both wise and interest-
ing to investigate the practical application of the
remedy, since everything must be tested by experi-
ence. We shall, therefore, examine the effects unon
Canadian Industry of replacing the Federal Tariff
tax by one on " land values," i.e. of socialising the
Ground Rent.

Three questions are of interest. First, how will
the change directly affect agriculture? Second, how
will it affect those industries which lean upon tariff
protection? And, third, how will it affect our
revenues? In considering the effect upon Agricul-

[95]
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ture we must not exclude the other primary indus-

tries. I mention agriculture alone because it is the

most important and the most representative of these

primary industries. Again, in speaking of " those

industries which lean upon tariff protection " I have
in mind, in a general way, our so-called " Manufac-
turing" industries, recognizing all the while that

many of these " Manufacturing " industries do not
so lean upon tariff protection. Furthermore, in any
treatment of this question one must bear in mind
that the first consideration is that of the general

welfare; and, moreover, that direct effects may be
neutralized by indirect effects, and vice versa. For
example, it is conceivable that a certain policy

might greatly benefit Agriculture (at least tem-
porarily) and at the same time injure other essential

industries to such an extent that the total advantage
would be negative instead of positive. Farmers have
no claim to special consideration. The greatest good
to the greatest number should decide in all cases;
and it is only because I believe that the real and
permanent success of our secondary indue' ":

depends upon the success Oi our primary industries
that I press the claims of Agriculture—claims for
justice, not for special privilege.

With these considerations in mind we shall pro-
ceed next to investigate some of the direct effects of
the proposed change in taxation upon Canadian
Agriculture. For several reasons I have confined
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myself mainly to the Province of Ontario. In the
first place, it simplifies the investigation. In the
second place I am more familiar with Ontario con-
ditions and have been able to get at the facts more
readily. And in the third place, because the real
magnitude and importance of Ontario Agriculture
has been lost sight of in the noisy obtrusiveness of
some of Ontario's other industries.
A fourth question should, indeed, be added to the

above three, that, namely, of the effect upon public
morality and standards of life. A public policy-be
It fiscal or other-that conduces to thrift, industry
sobriety and honesty is thereby commended, whereas
a policy that leads to extravagance, idleness, intern-
perance and dishonesty is thereby condemned. It
wil be worth while to say something in this con-
nection also.

i

i



CHAPTER II

THE REMEDY APPLIED TO CANADIAN AGRICULTURE

The Census of 1911 estimates the value of Ontario
farm lands as $612,000,000, and that of Ontario farm
buildings as $3U,000,000. Municipal Bulletin No. 9
gives the 1914 assessment in Ontario townships as

$687,000,000 compared with an assessment of

$669,000,000 in 1913. The latter figures indicate a
slight increase in the assessed value of farm prop-
erty, but in view of the shrinkage of the dollar, this

need not be taken as indicating any real increase.

Therefore, we may assume that a value of 612 plus

314, or $926,000,000 in 1911, has averaged about
one thousand millions (one billion dollars) during
the years 1911-1915.

The essential accuracy of this estimate is con-

firmed by the following considerations. In 1912 the

Dominion Grange sent out a circular letter of

inquiry to Ontario rural municipalities asking them
how near the assessed values came to the actual

values. Replies were received from 128 townships,

showing an average assessment of 73 per cent, of

actual values. With a rural assessment of $687,-

000,000 in 1914, the actual value of the property

[98]
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aBsessed was therefore approximately one billion
dollars, as already otherwise determined.
The proportion between " land " and " buildings "

would not be appreciably different in 1915 from
what it was in 1911, viz., two-thirds land and one-
third buildings. We may therefor** conclude that
the value of Ontario farm lands in 1915 was about
«660,000,000. But this was not the " land value " of
Ontario farm lands. Improved farm land is cleared,
fenced and drained, and such improvements are'
Identical in their nature with buildings, and should,
logically, be so assessed. While no figures are as yet
available, I doubt if the value of unimproved farm
land IS more than half that of improved. Indeed I
have been told by several good observers that in a
great many sections of older Ontario the "bare
land " has at present no value-that in many cases
there are no rural Land Values. And when one
comes to think of the labor of clearing land, of
removing stumps and stones, of draining, fencing,
etc., I doubt whether a large fraction of " unim-
proved " Ontario farm land could find a purchaser
at five dollars an acre. That is to say, if the original
forest crop were removed, and the buyer had to face
the labor of fitting such " unimproved " farm land
for tillage, it is a question whether much of it wou' ^

command more thaji the above figure. Be that as it
may, it is unquestionable that the value of
"unimproved" farm land is much lower than most
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people imagine. Take away all " labor values " and
in many cases very little is left. In order to be on
the safe side, however, we shall assume that the
Land Value of Ontario farm lands is $300,000,000.

The assessment for municipal purposes in Ontario
towns, villages and cities in 1914 was !|1,202,000,000,

somewhat less than half of which was that for
" Land." The total assessment was also much less

than the selling value. In 1912 an investigation into
the sales of 458 pieces of property in Toronto
revealed the fact that the selling value was, on the
average, about GO per cent, above the assessed value.

Now of course urban Land Values, in 1912, were
suflfering from abnormal inflation, and consequently
some deduction should be made from this figure.

This is especially necessary because such cities as
Toronto were affected to a greater extent by the
" Land Boom " tLan were many of the smaller urban
municipalities. We shall therefore assume that the
" selling price » of Ontario urban property has aver-
aged 50 per cent, above the assessed "alue during the
years 1911-1915. On this basis the value of taxable
urban property may be placed at $1,800,000,000 in
1914, nearly or quite half of which was due to Land
Values.

Now city lands are valuable for building sites and
for practically no other purposes. The task of clear-

ing, fencing, draining and grading is usually a very
trifling one. In this respect urban lands form a
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marked contrast with farm lands, and the same
deduction for "improvements" (otiier tlian build-
ings) does not have to be made, as must be made in
the case of farm lands. Or, to state it otherwise:
the deduction for " improvements " such as clearing,
draining, fencing, and grading is, on the average'
relatively unimportant with urban lands, whose area'
18 relatively small and whose value is for building
I>urposes alone. We may therefore place the
Land Values of Ontario urban municipalities at
?800,000,000.

But we must add to these values, already partly
taxed for municii)al purposes, the value of various
public franchises (steam and electric railways, light,
pJs, power, telephone and telegraph companies), the
value of mineral rights and lands rwhich'are
enormous in Ontario), and, further, the value of the
timber limits, water privileges, quarries, etc.

No reliable estimates of such '• Laud Values " are
available. I shall, however, make the following pro-
visional estimates:

The capitalization of Canadian steam railways in
1914 was approximately $1,500,000 000, about one-
third the capitalization of agriculture in 1911.
Dividing this railway capitalization on the basis of
mileage, Ontario claims $570,000,000 of it. What
proportion of this is the value of the franchise? We
have allowed that the "Land Value" of Ontario
farm lands is over one-quarter of the total value of
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assesaed farm property. Railway framhiges are
surely an valuable as agricultural/ to say nothinj?
of the various subsidies and grants which Canadian
railways have had. We shall therefore allow
*150,000,000 "Land Value" to Ontario steam
railways.

The capitalization of electric railways is about
one-tenth that of Canadian steam railways. On this

• What I mean by an Agricultural franchise is the title to
farm lands: the right which the State confers upon the indi-
vidual to appropriate the fruits of that land. Titles to land
(and often much more) are conferred by the State upon Bail-
way corporations, which are identical in their essential nature
with titles to farm property. Hence the comparison in the
text. I am aware that many people question the propriety of
classifying a " railway franchise " as a " Land Value." It is
unquestionable, however, that when the State guarantees peace-
able and permanent possession of any natural resource—be it
farm land, mining land, water powers, or railway rights of
way—it confers a privilege upon the individual or corporation
concerned, for which it exacts a share of the proceeds (of the
labor applied to that natural resource) in the form of taxes.
A title to land is comparable to a railway franchise: is, in
fact, identical with it in its essential nature. It seems proper,
therefore, to include under the general term Land Values all
privileges to utilize "Land" conferred upon individuals or
corporations by the State, whether such "Land" is matter or
energy, and whether the privilege may or may not be called by
tne same name. There is, in fact, no business or industry
which does not use " Land," since " Land " is an essential or
basic factor in all production ; and therefore in every business
there is the element of " Land Values " which should be taken
into consideration.
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basis we must allow 115,000,000 " Land Value " to
Ontario electric railways.

I have not been able to secure information con-
cerning light, gas, power, telegraph and telephone
companies, but I feel safe in placing the value of all
such public franchises (including railways) in
Ontario at 1250.000,000.

The value of mineral rights and lands is very
difficult to estimate. The Provincial Treasurer, in
his 1916 Budget Speech, included in his statement of
assets some 175,000,000 for mining lands, etc. What
proportion of the discovered mineral resources are
now in private hands I have been unable to ascer-
tain, but there is evidently a very large percentiige.
Judging from the estimates recently made in the
press that 80 per cent, of the public resources of
British Columbia have been alienated, and from
common knowledge of the value and present owner-
ship of part of Ontario's rich mineral deposits, it
would be conservative to place the value of Ontario
mineral lands at !i^200,000,000.

The Provincial Treasurer estimates xhe timber
resources of the Province at about 1350,000,000. I
presume that a large proportion of this is still in
the possession of the Crown, and therefore not now
taxable. We should be safe, however, in assuming
a taxable timber value of at least f100,000,000. Add
to this a further 150,000,000 for quarries, water
privileges, etc., and the situation stands thus:
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Ontario "Land Values."

Jy"*
^"/'" I3on.ooo.oon

C.ty .nd Town Land. «no.oon.non
Pubhc FranchiBrH

25n,000,n00
Mineral Lands and Ri^hta 200.000 f"

Timber limits, water privileges, etc..

.

ISO.'ooO.'oo.

Total " Land Value "
$1,700,000,000

Now it was shown in Pnrt I, Chapter III, that the
total tariff tax dnrinpr 1911-1915 amounted to about
1^350 pep annum per rural family, one-quarter of
which rabout f90) went into the Federal Treasury
According to the census of 1911 there were, in
Ontario, 226,000 "farm occupiers" (tenants or
owners). There cannot have been appreciably morem 1915. Assuming the same number, the fa... erg
of Ontario during 1911-1915 contributed l|20,000,000
a year to the Federal treasury through custom's
duties, and about $60,000,000 to the tariff bene-
ficiaries. Out of a total customs revenue of
192,000,000 (see Part I, Chapter III), the whole of
Ontario almost certainly contributed less than
140,000,000 per annum. However, assuming that
this was Ontario's share, what would Ontario
farmers have paid if a direct tax on Land Values
had been substituted for the indirect tariff tax'
Reference to the preceding tabular statement of
Ontario Land Values" shows that the -Land

value of Ontario farm lands was less than one-fifth
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of the fotal. Therefore. „nrler the direct tax

and the situation would Htand thus:

(2) Under the indirect tariff tax Ontario farmersm pay ^80,000,000, 160,000,000 of which went into
the pockets of tariff beneficiaries.

In 1011 Ontario contained about one-third of thefarm population of Canada. BetwoeM then and now
that figure has probably been somewhat reducedAssuming it, however, during the period 1911-'

r!n /k T""'"^ *^^* '"^"^"-^ «^««^here inCanada have borne an equal share of the Tariff Taxand that they will be similarly affected by the sug-'
gested change in our system of taxation, we maysum up as follows: Canadian farmers have paidabout «240,000,000 a year in tariff taxes during ^eperiod 1911-1915, whereas to raise the same am'oun

T a7 ifr T' r'' '^^'^ P«'^ «"^y 124,000,000 ayear f the direct tax on " Land Values » had beensubstituted for the indirect tariff tax. Agricultural
production cannot inci^se as it should unl s "t

•
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relieved of this enormous and unjust burden, and
the way to do it is to abolish the indirect system and
substitute therefor the « Socialising of the Ground
Rent." This is theoretically just and will be prac-
tically efficacious. Only in proportion as it is done,
can we look for a solution of Canada's Rural
Problem.



CHAPTER III

THE REMIJDY APPLIED TO CANADIAN - MANUFACTURING "

We have to examine next the effects of the pro-
posed change in our system of taxation upon " those
industries which lean upon tariff protection." Andagain we begin by postulating the general welfare,
the greatest good to the greatest number," as our
foundation. '

In the first place one should frankly recognize the
risks of economic loss under the tariff system. If,for example, the tariff against coal from the United
States was high enough, Ontario would have to

From th"'? T" ^"'" ''' '^^ «"PP^y «f -«^-From the standpoint of the coal industry of Nova
Scotia, this would be "adequate protection." There
are, however, I take it, few "protectionists" whowould advocate such an extreme policy. The
economic loss to the whole country would be too
great, and too obvious. Similarly with the produc-
tion of tropical fruits in Canada. The home pro-
duction of these, too, could be "adequately nro-
tected,. so that "grown in Canada " o/anges would
be the only ones upon our markets. The disadvan-
teges of trying to grow tropical fruits in this
Northern climate (where they need to be grownunder glass) particularly if the Canadian Coal In-

9 [107]
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dustry is also "adequately protected"—are, however,
so apparent to the average man that he would regard

with proper scorn any such efforts to "diversify

Canadian Industry." But it does not seem to be
equally apparent that any artificial interference

with Freedom of Exchange will, in a measure, result

in loss that is identical in nature with, though it

may be proportionately less than, the loss which is

so striking in the two examples cited. Nevertheless,

such is the case. Under normal conditions com-
modities are exchanged because both parties to the

exchange are benefited. The wheat of the North is

exchanged for the cotton of the South, and the

attempt to stimulate cotton culture in Manitoba, or

wheat culture in Fh -ida would be regarded with
just alarm. Therefore, every interference with the

free passage of commodities from where they can be
produced advantageously to where they cannot be
so produced, involves economic loss, and should be

permitted only when it can be proved that this loss

is outweighed by countervailing gain.

It may be contended that the artificial stimula-

tion of our secondary industries and the consequent

overgrowth of our cities reacts beneficially upon our

primary industries: that the farmer benefits from
the "home market." This contention is generally

based either upon ignorance of the facts or upon
fallacious reasoning. The prices for all staple farm
products are fixed by the foreign market; and this
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must be the case so long as Canada has a surplus in
these lines. And, so far as garden truck and small
fruits are concerned, their relative unimportance
makes them almost negligible. As has been well
said, Canadian Agriculture can only benefit from
"protection" by being first ruined; and when this
time comes, the few farmers who are left will
undoubtedly view the "protection" of Canadian
Agriculture with more equanimity than the
majority of farmers do now—that is, from their own
selfish point of view. Then the city man, who now
clamors for protection, and expatiates upon the
advantages to the farmer of the « home market,"
will probably begin to pipe a new tune.

Nor is there " countervailing gain » in the lavish
expenditures of those who make their money far too
easily, as many shallow persons foolishly imagine.
Such expenditures merely divert labor from rela-
tively useful to relatively useless occupations.
They do not "employ labor and capital": they
merely determine how that labor and capital
shall be employed. Lavish expenditures result in
diverting labor from ministering to the real needs of
mankind, and employing it in ministering to the
foolish, trivial or harmful whims of the idle rich.
No; there is no gain in this direction. On the con-
trary there is positive damage, for luxurious living
is essentially demoralizing, especially when it is the
privilege of the few and not of the many. Money
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earned without corresponding toil and sacrifice is
usually misspent, and corrupts the spender. Fur-
ther, it sets up a false ideal of life which infects the
whole community. Indeed, not the least objection
to the unjust privileges conferred by our indirect
system of taxation is that they make possible lavish
and ostentatious expenditures which are generally
corrupting and demoralising.

Finally, there is no justification of the protective
system in so-called "unfair competition." Unfair
competition may exist, but the danger from it, for
obvious reasons, has been greatly exaggerated. A
new and small competitor may be ruthlessly crushed
by a strong and well-established rival, but this will
happen only when the strong concern has a reason-
able expectation of reaping the unjust rewards of
monopoly by so doing. If monopoly conditions
cannot be realized, the temporary sacrifice neces-
sary to crush a competitor becomes futile, and,
consequently, will not be made. Furthe^ are we not
threatened as seriously by "unfair competition"
within our own confines as we are from without?
Is there not the same danger that competition may
be made to disappear by « unfair " methods at home,
as there is of its being menaced from abroad? A
protective system could, at best, only secure us
against the unfair methods of gigantic foreign inter-
ests; and, in proportion as it would do this it would
encourage the disappearance of competition at
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home, and leave us exposed to all the dangers of
domestic monopoly.*

The danger from monopoly cannot be met by an
interference with Freedom of Trade: in fact such
interference will have an entirely opposite effect.
It must be met by some form of State control, man-
agement or operation such as has been already
suggested in Chapter VI of Part II, to which the
reader is referred.

Current popular notions as to the « countervailing
gains " that outweigh the disadvantages of the tariff
system are, therefore, ill-conceived; and their
prevalence is due to the time and money which inter-
ested parties spend in propaganda, and not to any
real basis of fact and logic. But there are certain
conditions which would justify an interference with
the Freedom of Trade. If war is the normal con-
dition of mankind, or, in so far as it is to be expected
and prepared for, each nation must become inde-
pendent of other nations. But this self-sufficiency
must be complete or it will fail to achieve its aim.
The failure to become independent in any one essen-
tial Ime would render futile the most painstaking
efforts in other directions. And it is difficult, if not
impossible, to anticipate all the needs which may

•Witness, for example, the operations of the CanadianCejnent Merger and t^e disappearance of small foundriergnst

«Lr :;X"^°"-^""^"
--"* - -respoXl
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be of vital importance on some future occasion. For
this reason, and also because nations will in the
future probably fight in large groups, if at all, the
realization of effective national self-sufficiency be-

comes both extremely difficult and relatively useless.

But of course, in so far as it is judged necessary to
become thus commercially inde[)endent, a protective
tariff may be properly imposed to secure " diversifi-

cation of industry." Economic loss is trifling in
comparison with national liberty, and if the only
way of insuring national liberty and integrity is by
attaining; commercial independence, then of course
interference with international trade becomes not
only a privilege but a duty. If we dislike and dis-

trust the United States to such an extent that we
deem it necessary to become commercially independ-
ent of her, then we may properly impose a tariff in
order to attain that end. It will then be a duty to
break off commercial intercourse, at whatever loss
to ourselves, in order that we may be " prepared "

at some unknown date in the future. Furthermore,
in order to safeguard that " preparedness " it will
be necessary to fortify the international boundary,
no matter what the cost. The " last dollar and the
last man " must be available or all our efforts will

go for naught Such is the logical conclusion to
which the doctrine of national self-sufficiency leads
us, and one may well pause to q estion whether such
a Canada would be worth living in or fighting for.

i
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Coming, however, to the question under more
immediate consideration, the reader should recall

what ws said in Chapter II of Part I as to the
relative earnings of Farming, and " Mauufacturing."
It was shown there that " Manufacturing " had to

its credit a large surplus profit, whereas agriculture
faced a large deficit. It was shown further, in

Chapter III of Part I, that this disparity in earn-
ings was largely due to the Taritf system, and that
if the "protection" which Canadian "manufac-
turers" enjoyed were taken from them, these two
great branches of our industrial tree would have
developed in greater symmetry, Tlierefore the ques-

tion as to how the proposed change in our system of

taxation would affect those industries which lean
upon the tariff has been already largely answered.
Undoubtedly the " Surplus Profit " would be taken
away from the " protected industries." But, as has
been shown in Part I, these industries would still

make a profit. They might not oe able to pay such
large dividends. There might not be so much
watered stock. Princely salaries might have to be
reduced. Even "wages" might be somewhat
smaller, and therefore less attractive to the young
man on the farm. But there would be compensa-
tions. The stress of competition would conduce to

greater eflRciency and better service. Exotic indus-

tries would decline and the labor employed in them
would be diverted elsewhere to much better advan-
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tage Best of all, self-respect could always be main-
tained by the « Manufacturer," for it is difficult to
maintain self-respect, hat in hand. No one would
thrn venture to say, as was said to me by one of my
city friends: " Any fool can make money * manufac-
turing in Canada." The secondary industries
would then be on an equality with the primary
Undoubtedly readjustments would be necessary

But these could be spread over a series of years so
as to give time for adaptation. In that way no one
need suflfer any great hardship, while the total bene-
fit would be certainly worth while. In fact I feel
quite safe in saying that a complete change in our
system of taxation might be made in the course of a
few years without producing greater distress than
was experienced as a result of the collapse of the
boom" in 1913, and with incomparably less dis-

turbance than has been caused by the Great War.
Moreover, there would be immediate compensations
even to those industries from which special privi-
leges were withdrawn. Some of these have been
mentioned. Others arise out of the fact that the
stimulation of our primary industries would imme-
diately increase the demand for "manufactured"
articles. Our secondary industries cannot continue
to prosper by preying upon our primary industries
There comes a time when the penalty has to be paid,
when the magnificent temple collapses in ruins
because its foundation has been undermined. Big
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Budness knows this in a dull way, and eagerly scans
the crop reports, knowing full well that the pros-
perity of Agriculture will speed up all the wheels of
commerce. It should be able to perceive also that
the unburdening of Agriculture by the proposed
change ,n the incidence of taxation would react
beneficially upon Canadian "manufacturing" bv
increasing the demand for "manufactured" goodsAnd yet many seem blind to this obvious fact Afew years ago I heard a prominent " manufacturer "
lament over his " bad debts » in the West. He didmt seem to realize that the policy of persuading
Western Farmers to buy twice as much machinery
as they could profitably use was suicidal. The
farmer can pay for machinery only through the
products of his farm, and if he is overburdened and
worried with debts he will produce less instead of
more. Every time a farmer is persuaded to buy a
machine tha^ does not prove profitable to him, the
future demand for other machines is curtailed, and a
prospective customer is lost. On the other hand
anything that will make agriculture more prosper-
ous will react favorably upon all the other
industries. The foundation must expand as the
superstructure grows, or the whole edifice will fall
in ruins.

Bearing aU these considerations in mind one need
not be alarmed in the slightest as to the effects which
the proposed change in taxation will have upon
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those industries that lean upon the tariff. The
renunciation of an unfair advantage will do nothing
bui good. Providing the change is not made too
suddenly very little disturbance will be caused; and
in the long run manifold benefit will result. Even
if such a change should result in distress to, and
require painful readjustments in, our " manufactur-
ing » industries, it would still be an open question as
to whether or not the disadvantages would outweigh
the advantages; and, if we had only the two alter-
natives of allowing the present festering sore to
continue to infect our life, and of drastic surgical
treatment, I should certainly favor the latter. For-
tunately, however, we are not compelled to make
such a choice.

i



CHAPTER IV

THE REMEDY—ITS RELATION TO FEDERAL TAXATION
AND INCREASED I'SODUCTION

In the third place we have to investigate the
effects of the proposed change in taxation upon
Federal revenues. Will a direct tax on Land Values
give sufficient revenue?

Ontario ''Land Values" as already estimated
amount to nearly ^800 per capita. Estimates made
in the United States show an average of about
11,000 per capita, and confirm the conservative
character of the estimates made here. Assuming a
" Land Value " of |800 per capita throughout the
Dominion we have total ''Land Values" of six
billion dollars, which, at the very moderate rate of
four per cent, would yield a Federal revenue of
1240,000,000. Would not this help to wipe out
Canada's indebtedness, past, present and future?
But this is not all. Reference has been made

already to a statement of opinion that much farm
land in Ontario has no " Land Value." lu so far as
this is true it indicates that agriculture has been so
burdened that the land—from which we get our
living—offers no inducement to the willing worker.
This is a strilsing indictment of existing social
conditions.

[117]
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But suppoie agriculture relieved of itM burdens.
At once the opportunity which the "bare land"
olTerg increases in value. Take the following
example, in which we shall assume only the very
trifling remission of a one per cent, tax on |4,000
worth of farm buildings.

A prospective purchaser of farm property valued
thus, Land, |4,000; Buildings, f4,000; and taxed on
both « land " and improvements has to face a cash
payment of |8,000 and an annual tax of |80 at the
rate of one per cent. This would be equivalent to a
cash payment of |9,600 with money at 5 per cent.
If, now, the buildings were to become exempt from
taxation (the rate of taxation remaining un-
changed), the purchaser would face only a cash
payment of |8,000 and an annual tax of f40. This
would be equivalent to a cash payment of
18,800. The remission of the tax upon the
buildings would therefore increase the value of
the "bare land" by |800. In such case the
remission of a |40 tax increases the " Ijand Value "

by 1800. How much greater, then, would be the
effect of remitting the tax which the Canadian
farmer pays to the Canadian manufacturer via the
tariflF? As has been estimated already this tax
amounted during 1911-1915 to about |250 per annum
per farmer. With this tax remitted the "Land
Value " of the average farmer would have increasetl
by 15,000

;
that is to say, with money at five per cent..
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the average farm would then be worth |5,000 more
than it is today. Of couroe it would then pay more
taxes, which would, in a measure, counteract the
effects of the remisuion. The net result of these two
opposing forces can be determinqrl mathematically
as follows:

Let r be the rate per cent, of taxation an<l V the
" Land Value " of the average farm that piiyH the
*250 tax to the " manufacturer." Further, let V be
the ''Land Value'* after this |250 tax is remitted. The
additional tax, at rate r will then be *'<*'-*'')

which
will have the effect of decreasing the •' Land Value "

(at 5 per cent.) by *^-;;^-^') or by mk-fq ^he
effect of the remission of the $250 will be, however,
as previously stated, an increase of l|5,000. The net
increase will therefore be the difference between the
increase due to the remission of the tariff tax and
the decrease due to the increase in the regular tax.
Therefore y-r=f5,000 :-<[-.El> ; from which

y.y UB,ooo

r + s

Now, if we assume a Federal tax rate of four per
cent, (as was suggested in the second paragraph of
this chapter) and substitute for r we shall obtain
VV= 9»s,m —12,777.77, or, in round numbers,
12,750, as the net added value which the pro-
posed change in our system of Federal taxation
would confer upon the average Canadian farm.
And, as has been shown, this increase in "Land
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Values " would mean still further increase in our
revenues. The general principle involved is that
any encouragement which is given to industry
increases "Land Values" by making greater the
rewards of labor applied to Land, and thereby
increasing the competition for Land. But in its
social effects this increase in ''Land Values" is

entirely different from that which is due to the
operations of speculators. The one accompanies
maximum production while the other accompanies
minimum production. The relief of Canadian Agri-
culture from the burdens it is now bearing would
therefore greatly increase farm values, and thus
enable farmers legitimately to bear heavier taxes.
In practice the actual values would be determined
by the operation of two antagonistic forces—increas-
ing rewards tending to advance values and the
forcing of speculators to sell tending to reduce
values.

From the point of view of revenue production
such a change in the incidence of taxation is note-
worthy. Free industry from its burdens and every
"national opportunity" will become increasingly
attractive. Thus ''Land Values" will increase
everywhere, on the average ; and hence, with a con-
stant rate of taxation, the revenue will also increase.
How o*:herwise can we raise money to meet the
vastly increased needs of the future without
crippling our essential industries? Where can we
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discover another system of taxation which has as
many advantages and as few disadvantages' No
question is settled until it is settled right; and wemay as well face the issue now, and set ourselves to
solve m a practical way the gre^it, insistent, 20th
century problem of Equity in Distribution. This is
the secret of increased production, as well as of pay-
ing our national indebtedness. Justice alone will
make this a prosperous country.
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CHAPTER V

THE REMEDY—ITS RELATION TO PUBLIC MORALITY

The fourth question with which we have to deal
is that of discovering how the proposed change in
our system of taxation will affect national morality.

It may be premised at tho outset that any replace-
ment of an unjust by a just system of taxation can-
not but react beneficially upon moral standards and
conduct. We might, indeed, be satisfied to go no
further, resting assured that an honest effort to
establish justice in our economic life could not but
have salutary effects. However, it might not be
amiss to point out several directions in which the
results of the proposed change would be helpful.
In the first place Direct Taxation as contrasted

with Indirect always conduces to honesty. Indirect
taxes are shifted from one to another, and, by the
time they are actually paid, are often undetected.
In fact the Tariff system has been commended as
the best method "of plucking the goose with the
least squawking." Not one in ten realizes when,
how, and how much he pays to the State when pur-
chasing the various commodities that he and his
family need. And he is therefore less disposed to
watch the expenditure of funds to which he is not
conscious of contributing. In every possible direc-
tion Direct Taxation is preferable to Indirect.

[122]
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In the second place a protective tariff is a prolific
breeder of political corruption. It is notorious that
tariff beneficiaries strive to maintain their special
privileges by contributing lavishly to political cam-
paign funds and by maintaining shrewd and capable
lobbyists in our legislative halls. A system justly
described as "legalised robbery" is not over-
scrupulous as to its methods, and one cannot be sur-
prised at many of the things which have come to
light m connection with the relatic.ship between
politicians and the "protected interests." Thedemand for publicity in the matter of contributions
to campaign funds would not be so insistent, and
the reluctance to accede to this demand so marked
on the part of politicians, if there were not, in this
connection, a "sink of iniquity" to uncover and

amTfi'
/''^"•^"^^ ^« «°« which does not need

amplification here, since every citizen with his eyesand ears open has seen and heard enough
In the third place it may be safely contended that

the proposed change will conduce not only to higher
moral standards at home, but to the maintenance of
Jiendly relations between neighboring peoples.
Tariffs are a species of commercial warfare and

fnZ.' '"""V"
''"*^*" ^°^ antagonize. It is,

the Protective Idea, whereas Great Britain was, inmarked contrast,a conspicuous example of Freedom
of Trade. It is worth while to develop international
amity.

10



CHAPTER VI

¥

WAYS AND MEANS OF AI'I'LYING THE REMEDY

The revival in Canadian Agriculture, upon which
so much depends, can be brought about primarily
and mainly by voluntary efforts on the part of the
farmers themselves. We may be sure that Special
Privilege will do nothing to relieve those upon whose
industry it unjustly fattens. The remedy must come
from within, not from without; it must come by
organization, education and cooperation.
Rural organization is necessary first for industrial

efficiency and economic advantage, secondly for
mental and moral uplift. Association for economic
advantage involves the subordination of the inter-
ests of the individual to those of the group, and this
implies a certain development of intelligence and
moral character—implies ultimately the perception
of the truth that the highest welfare of the indi-
vidual is identical with, and only obtainable by, the
greatest good to all. Among those lacking in asso-
ciative intelligence predatory methods prevail, and
the economic advantages of associated efforts are
lost. Whether, therefore, rural organizations have
as their immediate aim the betterment of economic
conditions, or the uplifting of rural life on its social,

[124]
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educational or moral sides, they are working prac-
ically towards the same end. Economic advantage
and mental and moral development cannot be
divorced ,n practice: they run parallel courses, and
rise or fall together.*

Jfu ?u''f''
'"'^* organization has not kept pacewith the demand for it. The isolation of farm life!

the character of the farmer's work, and the distance^ .T'^^'f
^''""'^ '^^"^ '^'^ «*»»«'' «» con-

tribute to make agricultural organization difficult.
There is, moreover, a special difficulty in the fact
that every new country suffers from a barbarous
ebul ition of individualism, whose noxious effectssre for a time disguised by the extraordinary rich-
ness of nature. Canada has been no exception to
this rule. Predatory methods and interests haverun riot and have infected the whole nation, the
evil effects of which infection are now «fter a periodof incubation, becoming apparent. . .e outlook,
however, is not without hopeful signs. The farmers
of the Canadian West are rapidly organizing, andare already exercising a strong, or even dominant,
influence upon the whole fabric of life in the Prairie

JJ\''' "^'f"«' conceivable that association for econoaic

clas eTfs :fi;""'i'"
°PP-"- " -P^oitation ofotlclasses^ as we see m the case of certain industrial combinesThis menace ,s, however, no argument against organization

ota^lrr
''-'' "^^ ^""^ °^^--^- *'- 'y ^^=S
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Provinces.* In the East, until quite recently, organ-
ization has been less rapid and less efficient.

Obstacles have been many and great. There has
existed a multiplicity of special organizations, con-
cerned with special phases of agriculture, and all

more or less dependent upon State officials, whose
activities, however weU meant, have been of doubtful
value to ac.iculture under existing conditions. It is

indeed a question whether the State departments of
agriculture have done more good than harm. In
Ontario, the Department of Agriculture, through its

various activities, has captured or side-tracked a
goodly proportion of those who might otherwise be
leaders in agricultural organization, and has thus
weakened the farmer's forces. Paternalistic methods
have extended both in scope and power. This exten-
sion of state action might be viewed with less con-
cern if our governments were farther removed from
the influence of predatory interests. As it is, how-
ever, the chief result of State action seems to have
been the diversion of attention from what is now the
extremely serious problem of Distribution to the
less important problem of Production.

However, notwithstanding all these drawbacks,
agricultural organization in Eastern Canada has
made rapid progress of late. The « United Farmers
of Ontario " has been in existence but five years and
already has about six hundred branches represent-

• S«e " Deep Furrows," by Hopkins Moorhouse.

t '
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ii.g some twenty.Jve Ui«u»nd member,. TheToronto conveation of tbe V. F. O. i. De ember1918, wa, attended by some fifteen hund.^ "el^'

relating to the DMritution of Wealth. Therefore

Pletely and effectively than those in East^™Canada, progress in the East is now qaite not-

:"irCt:a^"--"-™---'--°'^

e.?n::r::eTrrnX\trrstt
on the recognition, by city worker and by Znt^w^ker, 0, the fact that their interests are idrtlS

its United Farmer, u hZT\, C»l™bia hu now

are federated br a "C.j- V, .

^"'"'""al organtotion,

the -^i^'preX'ti^^'cr,^"..,"::.:!"'''*'''"' -
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CONCLUSION

WHICAL IMPLICATIONS OF OUR Ritrat nn
MATKRfAr «t„. .

RURAL PROBLBM

—

MATERIAL WELL-BE.Na DEPENDENT UPON JUHTIC.

Canada's Rural Problem with nii u

long the government «/ the United State, ofAmerica, making both Church and P«« ril™

toilet w^rT" * ''*"»^«'' ""»"'"«" "^impreseive warning to ng. The terrible war which

snowing how disastrous and /ar-reachlng may b^

few- The shores of the Ocean of Time are strewn
risi]
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with much national wreckage. It ia easy to be mil-
led by a flctitioui prosperity ; it is hard to remember
that justice is the only foundation upon which a
permanent social structure can be erected. " Eternal
Vigilance is the Price of Liberty."

In Canada we have,, by human enactment, violated
the moral law which commands a just distribution
of wealth. Our Governments have been too ready to
listen to the Circeau song of the social parasite.

Taxation has been made an instrument for extor-

tion. The few have enriched themselves at the
expense of the many. We have produced a class of
idlers who live in luxury upon other people's earn-
ings, and yet we pretend to be astonished because
the land grows thistles instead of grain, and persist
in the mocliery of calling for greater production
without first assuring to labor a just reward. And
all these injustices have reacted to corrupt the body
politic; for, as mercy « blesseth him who gives and
him who taltes," so extortion curses both oppressor
and oppressed.

Surely now, when the flower of our manhood has
been sacrificed for the purpose of preserving Liberty
and Democracy, we can realize the blasphemy of
trampling upon God's courts with vain oblations, of

spreading forth blood-stained hands in prayer, of

preaching justice and practising injustice! Surely
now, after Death has reaped his harvest upon the
battle-fields of Europe, the command to " Wash you,
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make you clean
; put away the evil of vour doing,

from before mine eye.; cen«e to do evil; learn to do
well

;
aeek justice "-come, home to u. with renewed

force! Surely at la.t we can make an hone.t effort
to e.tabli.h in thi., our native land, a Kingdom of
Rlghteou.ne.., without which we cannot i>o..ibly
obtain abiding pro.perity. " Seek ye flrnt the King-dom of God and hi. righteou.ne.. and all the.e
thing, .hall be added unto you."




